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Another young celebrity, a promising
actress, had killed herself. Friends and
fans of television actress Pratyusha

Banerjee (Balika Vadhu fame) are understand-
ably in shock. The twenty four year-old small
screen star reportedly committed suicide on 1st of this April and had
not left any suicide note. This had happened exactly 15days after
Telugu Music TV channel anchor K. Nirosha committed suicide by
hanging herself. Twenty three year - old Nirosha was  popular with
the audience. She hanged herself in her room in the working women’s
hostel in Secunderabad.

These two incidents leave family, friends, their fans puzzled as to
what could have compelled stars "like them" to commit suicide. They
were young and pretty. And both of them seemed, at least from what
I have gathered through TV and blogs-tweets, talented and decent.
Neither of them seemed to have shown any suicidal tendencies. The
issues is why these girls or for that matter any celebrity kill them-
selves. What kind of effect this type of extreme decisions will have
on the society in general and their fans in particular? These are ques-
tions haunting many.  We tried to find answers in cover story of this
month’s The News.

BJP came to power in centre with a promise to bring back black
money, Indian politicians, bureaucrats and businessmen parked in
Swiss Bank and other tax heavens. It was BJP promise to deposit it
in the accounts of all citizens. Very little was done to bring that
money back, leave alone sharing it with the common public. With the
revelations made by Panama Papers the issue of illicit wealth of these
three powerful sections of the country had come to light again.
Government of India had ordered enquiry and promised to take seri-
ous action against the guilty.  Now the nation expects Prime Minster
Narendra Modi to at least fulfil this promise and prevent further
siphoning off black money to foreign countries.

This month there is also a positive development we, as Indians,
can celebrate. The miracle girl Dipa Karmakar from North Eastern
State of Tripura has qualified to participate in Rio Olympics 2016.
She is the first Indian woman gymnast to achieve that glory. With her
achievement our country is going to participate in gymnastics at
Olympics level after almost five decades. Bharat may emerge Mahan
with a medal in gymnastics. This proves that dark clouds still have
silver lining.
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Now Telugu states competing
to build and erect huge stat-

ues of father of constitution.  The
125th birth anniversary of Dr. B. R
Ambedkar was occasion for two
Telugu states of Telangana and
Andhra Pradesh to take up design-
ing and laying foundation for
tallest statues for him in their
respective capital cities. Both the
states celebrated Dr.Ambedkar’s
birth anniversary as a state func-
tions wherein Andhra Pradesh CM
N. Chandrababu Naidu unveiled a
blueprint for the 125-ft tall statue
of the father of the Constitution,
which will be installed in
Amaravati. On same day Chief
Minister of Telangana K.
Chandrasekhar Rao laid the foun-
dation stone for a 125-ft tall statue
of B.R. Ambedkar to coincide with

the 125 birth anniversary at the
sprawling NTR gardens on
Necklace road here.

The bronze statue to erected in
AP is expected to cost over Rs 250
crore, according to an official
involved in the project .Joint direc-
tor of state’s social welfare depart-
ment  R Mallikharjuna Rao has
been entrusted to sculpt the mega
statue. He said that it would be
built in such a way to accommo-
date a museum to house collection
of Ambedkar's belongings, teach-
ings, a library with his books and
seminar hall.

The statue coming up in
Hyderabad is being publicized as
the tallest statue of the Father of
Constitution in the country. It is
conceived on a rock topping where
a platform in the shape of a square
is proposed to be constructed to
mount the huge image in bronze.
The elevated site was specifically

chosen to make the statue appear
taller when visitors stood under-
neath the structure.  Telangana CM
has instructed the completion of
the statue by Dr.Ambedkar’s birth
anniversary next year. Another
125-ft statue of Dr.Ambedkar
which was conceived by Uttar
Pradesh government at Lucknow
has not been completed.

Chandrasekhar Rao said on the
occasion that the site was selected
keeping in view the monolith statue
of Buddha, whom Dr.Ambedkar
adored, in the waters of
Hussainsagar Lake across the road.
The Buddha statue, Dr.Ambedkar
statue and the Secretariat should be
seen in a sequence. This statue will
be a landmark for Hyderabad
which according to Telangana CM
will be erected without any con-
straint for funds. The Telangana
state government is also building a
15-storied Ambedkar Bhavan on
Lower Tank Bund road to house
offices and facilities for develop-
ment of SCs and STs. The towers
will come up at the existing
Ambedkar Bhavan which is
unused. Foundation stone for a
building at Borabanda in Hydera-
bad for the Centre for Dalit Studies
was laid on this occasion. 

Tallest statue
for a towering
personality
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Not all real estate companies
focus entirely on getting more

profits. May be few, very few of
them direct their energies and abil-
ities towards their customers get-
ting more Return on Investment
(RoI) This, naturally positions them
on path of becoming leader in the
real-estate  community. Take
VIKHYATH Property Developers
for example: Their   Haritha Vanam
projects are the best and brightest
in the real estate sector. They have
five such projects  Srigandha
Vanam  located very near to
Hyderabad - Warangal Highway
close to Bhongiri, Harithavanam
Yadagirigutta situated on NH-202
Hyderabad - Warangal 6 Track
Highway very near to
Yadagirigutta, Harithavanam-
Medipally located in the frontier of
the Bommala Ramaram Mandal,
Medipally Village, Haritha Vanam
Bhongiri,,  Haritha Vanam
Bebinagar. The spirit behind these
projects is VIKHYATH consider-
ing: ‘Living next To Greenery" is
an old concept "Living Amidst
Greenery" is the new concept of
living.

Are you thinking about invest-
ing in and working towards owning
present promising future fantastic
value properties? VIKHYATH is a
company with more than one such
property.  They are one of largest
diversified real estate Services
Company with about two decades
of experience in different services
related to property, development,

construction, maintenance, legal,
and financial services. VIKHYATH
have one of the best teams of real
estate development professionals
working on its varied projects. It
has already completed more than
30 projects

“The moment you step into
Haritha Vanam, you are transported
to a different realm. The 1000-acre
fenced and guarded community
radiates comfort. Every facility is
carefully orchestrated to evoke
happiness in you.” Says Mr.
G.Sreedhar Reddy, enterprising
Chairman of VIKHYATH.
According to him dreams of nature
blessed modern living will are
unfolded. It's a complete world that
offers every comfort and facility.
It's where every dream turns realis-
tic and every passion is fulfilled

and every day a joy. And every-
thing is within once reach. These
projects with wide smooth roads,
pockets of shrubs, greenery against
perfect blue canvas makes one feel
a privileged resident. Serenity is all
pervading as modern designs duet
with open spaces of parks and play
grounds. With ornamental street
lighting, avenue plantation, jogging
-walking tracks, old-age homes,
clubhouse, underground cabling
make these projects smartly
designed community a fairy tale
setting. Thoughtfully designed
spaces along with futuristic facili-
ties make it a 'lifestyle so whole-
some' whichever way we see.

This is not all. VIKHYATH
Infra Developers Pvt. Ltd. Brings
together specialized teams with a
range of expertise. These include
real-estate, construction, infrastruc-
ture, leisure, education, healthcare,
finance & agriculture. Backed by
experts with a combined experi-
ence of more than 60 years. The
core services VIKHYATH offers
include: Construction Assistance.
Property Management. Legal
Services. Financial Services.
Maintenance Services.

This raises the curtains on
VIKHYATH dream project Haritha
Vanam at the same time through
light on an opportunity to many to
own, live in a property to be proud
of and present next generation with
every conceivable facility built
around us. You’ll agree, life was
never 'so complete' before.

VIKHYATH Infra:
Green dreams with 
property gains

G. Sreedhar Reddy, Chairman
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With Sardar (Gabbar Singh) turning into a fal-
lower of many ‘also ran’ films its hero think-

ing taking moonlighting seriously. Making his fans
and followers, Tollywood hero Pawan Kalyan has
announced his plans to turn into a full-time politician.
Giving interview to a Telugu satellite TV channel in
April, Power star has revealed his intention
According to sources Janasena party chief is ready
with plan for next three years.  He had also decided
to contest the next general elections to be held in
2019. 

Pawan Kalyan made it clear that he would not
invite his elder brother and Rajya Sabha member
Chiranjeevi into Janasena. Chiranjeevi who started
Prajarajyam party just before 2009 general elections
has latter merged it into congress. He said that his
brother Chiranjeevi is a true Congress man and he
had serious differences with the latter on political
issues. The Janasena Chief said that he had experi-
enced limitations when he worked in the Prajarajyam
founded by his brother and he would take the sole
responsibility of JanaSena.He, however, clarified that
they were all one as far as their family relationship
was concerned.  Pawan Kalyan said Janasena would
make a serious foray into politics in AP and
Telangana in the next elections. But the star hero did
not reveal his game plan on continuing his ties with
the ruling TDP in AP. “I have decided to go the
whole hog in the next elections and have started

planning for that,“ Janasena chief explained.
Readers of The News readers aware that Power star’s
thinking about his film career. In an exclusive inter
given he has said that his film career might come to
an end after two or three movies as he is more seri-
ous about working for the people.

Political pundits of are of opinion that Janasena
might sail with the BJP after both parties snapping
ties with the ruling TDP in the state. Although TDP
is on an overdrive to woo Kapus (community Pawan
Kalyan comes from), it is difficult for the community
to stay put with Chandrababu Naidu. In these circum-
stances it would be an interesting scenario to watch
as political equations in the state would change in the

Power star
to be a
full-time
politician
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event of Pawan going against TDP.
Though Pawan Kalyan floated
Janasena just before the last gener-
al elections held in 2014, he did
not field his nominees anywhere in
the two states. He has fully backed
TDP-BJP combine in both the
Telugu states and actively cam-

paigned seeking support for TDP-
BJP. It is widely believed that
Pawan Kalyan's support had
chiefly helped TDP turning the
numerically strong Kapu commu-
nity in its favour and clinched a
miraculous victory by a margin as
little as 1.5 per cent vote share dif-

ference over YSRCP.  This very
thin margin in total vote share has
made huge difference and changed
fortunes of those two parties. With
that TDP alliance secured 108
seats, the main opposition YSRCP
had mustered just 67 seats in a
House of 175. But owing to subse-
quent developments, Pawan
Kalyan raised his voice when
Chandrababu Naidu government
tried to forcibly take over the fer-
tile agricultural fields in Krishna
delta for the capital city construc-
tion. Janasena chief asked the AP
state government to take the land
only with the consent of farmers.
He even threatened to launch a
hunger strike to safe guard
farmer’s rights. That made
Chandrababu Naidu lead state gov-
ernment to make a retreat on
enforcing the Land Acquisition Act
in the capital city area and assure
farmers about protecting their
interests. 
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National Thermal Power
Corporation (NTPC) is going

to help Hyderabad city police in
making the Old City safer.  NTPC
had signed a MoU with Hyderabad
city police to extend financial
assistance of Rs 1crore for
installing CCTVs. The funds are

part of NTPC's corporate social
responsibility initiative. The MoU
is a part of police's efforts to install
over 1lakh networked cameras
across the state capital city.

The objective of installing cam-
eras is to safeguard Old City's res-
idents. “We do expect that with 1
lakh cameras, the city will become
safe and secure. Especially, with

for commoners, women, children
and the disadvantaged, “Police
commissioner M Mahender Reddy
explained. In order to encourage
Old City residents to be part of
community policing, cops will
now give a monitor connected to
cameras to communities to give
them ownership. It gives a mes-
sage to areas where the rich and

the mighty reside and also to cor-
porations the “urgency“of the mat-
ter. The largest beneficiary ,
Hyderabad police expect would be
“innocent people“ even as they say
“99 percent“ of people are law
abiding. But, during investigation
of crimes it is innocents who are
required to cooperate with cops.
Officials said that the project

entails installing over 100 CCTV
cameras at more than a dozen loca-
tions in Kamatipura police station
limits. These include neighbour-
hoods such as Fateh Darwaza,
Ghazi Banda and Misrigunj among
others. The cameras were being
installed in areas where anti-social
activities. City police have found
some miscreants are taking shelter

in Old City's outskirts and are giv-
ing the entire area a bad name.
Police say now they want to keep
an eye on them. Cameras are also
likely to be installed near places of
worship and Charminar and
Chowmahalla Palace. Kamatipura
police station will be the headquar-
ters from where the activity will be
monitored.  

NTPC TO HELP
SAFEGUARD
HYD. OLD CITY 





The death of Pratyusha Banerjee (24),
best known for her performance in the
serial Balika Vadu, has left the entire

Hindi entertainment industry
shocked. Actually her decision to end
life abruptly fallowed the similar

extreme step taken by Telugu music
channel anchor Nirosha (21). While
plenty of theories have been floating
around - from depression, unbearable
stomach ache, problems with her

boyfriend – fiancé. Whatever may be
the reason, Pratyusha and Nirosha
joins a list of other such actors and

actresses who have taken the extreme
step of ending their lives, in an indus-
try which looks glitzy and glamorous
from the outside, but can be lonely
and filled with problems, inside. 

>>>Next Page
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Pratyusha Banerjee
has committed sui-
cide at her home in
Mumbai. The
Bollywood actress
hanged herself and

even though she was rushed to the
hospital, doctors were
unable to save
her and she
was pro-
nounced
dead. The for-
mer star of the
popular Indian
drama Balika
Vadhu may have
taken her life over
turmoil in her rela-
tionship with her
boyfriend.The
actress was found
hanging from a ceil-
ing fan at her home in
the Mumbai suburb of
Goregaon. Police are
looking into what may have
caused her to take her life at such
a young age. There’s no word yet
on if she left behind any type of
suicide note or message as to why
she took such a drastic step to end
her life. 

Pratyusha was best known for
her breakthrough role on drama
series Balika Vadhu, where she
played Anandi Shivraj Shekhar
from 2010 to 2013. In 2013 she
appeared on Big Boss 7, the Indian
version of the American and UK
TV hit Big Brother, and in 2014
she appeared on the Indian drama
Hum Hain Na. It’s such a tragedy
that someone with such a bright
future ahead would take her life

like this.
It reported in new

media that Pratyusha
had become “extreme-
ly depressed” over her
relationship with
boyfriend Rahul Raj
Singh, who she was
due to marry soon.
Her social media
accounts show

her looking happy
with her handsome man, but
apparently there was trouble with-
in the relationship. The pair had
appeared on the TV show Power
Couple together recently. If
Pratyusha was hurting, she sure
didn’t let it show to the outside
world. 

Nirosha was working with
Gemini TV and had previously
worked as a reporter on another
channel. Nirosha was found dead
on 16th march. Police said she had
committed suicide by hanging her-
self from a ceiling fan in her hostel
room in Sindhi Colony,
Secunderabad. They have said that
Nirosha was on a video call with
her boyfriend Ritwik, who is based

in Canada when she committed
suicide. According to a report in
local English daily the duo report-
edly had an argument, after which
an upset Nirosha threatened to kill
herself. She followed through on
her threat while the call was still in
progress. Ritwik then called
Nirosha’s relatives for help, who in
turn contacted the police. Police
officials have said that they
received a call around midnight
from Nirosha’s relatives, but by
the time they reached her hostel,
Nirosha was already dead. Her
phone was switched off. The news
of Nirosha death comes just days
after Tamil TV actor Sai Prashanth
committed suicide. Police had
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recovered a note from Prashanth in
which he said he was ending his
life as he was unable to cope with
the pressures of his work. His sui-
cide shocked the entire South
Indian film industry.  The TV actor
reportedly mixed poison in his
drink on 13 March 2016. Some
experts are of the opinion that
depression could be the cause of
his death. They also mentioned
that mental illness is plaguing
many talents in the film industry. 

Unfortunately, these
three young, promising
women and man in their
twenties are not the first
Indian celebrities that have
committed suicide. There
are many others, who were
unable to handle the constant
pressure of the industry.
Looking at some Indian
celebrities who committed sui-
cide tells it clearly.  In 1993,
Divya Bharti, who began her
career in a Telugu film, died at
the age of 19 by throwing herself
from a window of her high-rise
apartment in Mumbai. Beginning
her career with Telugu film
Bobbilli Raja in 1990, she bagged
Best Female Debut Filmfare award
for Deewana in 1992. In her short-
lived life in the film industry, she
worked in around 14 movies. She
was married to producer Sajid
Nadiadwala. In 1996, Silk Smitha,
who had acted in over 400 films,
hanged herself from the ceiling.
She was also seen in Kamal
Haasan-Sridevi-starrer Hindi film
Sadma. A fictionalised film on her
life was made with Vidya Balan in
the lead. Smitha was 35, with no
career, in a loveless relationship. In
2002, Monal, another actress and
the elder sister of top actress of
those days Simran, hanged herself
to death with a ’dupatta’. The she
was only 21 years old. Monal died

without leaving behind a suicide
note. Suicides by celebrities con-
tinued into new millennium. In last
couple of years suicides by two
Telugu film actors has created sen-
sation and shock not only in
Tollywood, their fans but common
people in both the Telugu states.

When raising Tollywood hero
Uday Kiran ended his life abruptly
there was  

An

unprecedented
uproar among Telugu people.

Kiran committed suicide on 5
January 2014. He reportedly
hanged himself inside his flat in
Srinagar colony, Punjagutta,
Hyderabad. There are rumours in
the film city that renowned actor
Chiranjeevi and Uday Kiran did
not share a good relationship.
Kiran was engaged to
Chiranjeevi's daughter Sushmitha
in 2003, but the engagement was
broken. He married Tamil speak-
ing Vishitha in 2012.Kiran had suf-
fered from depression due to
financial crisis for almost a year.

Vajpeyajula Uday Karan (34)
was a Filmfare Award winning
Indian film actor, who worked in
the Telugu and Tamil cinema. His
first three films, Chitram, Nuvvu
Nenu and Manasantha Nuvve,
were Super hits, earning him the
title "Hat-trick Hero". Nee Sneham
film is the last hit in his career.

In 2001, he won the Filmfare
Award for Best Actor - Telugu
for the film Nuvvu Nenu, and
became the youngest winner
of the Filmfare best actor
award after Kamal Haasan.
He is the only Telugu actor
to have his first four films
remade into all regional
languages. In 2006, He
made his Tamil debut
with the film Poi, direct-
ed by veteran K.
Balachander.
Subsequently, he
starred in romantic
films including Nee
Sneham and

Kalusukovalani. His
other performances have been in
the films Sreeram, Avunanna
Kaadanna, Nuvvekaddunte
Nenakkadunta and Jai Sriram

After sudden exit of Uday
Kiron it is noted film artiste
Ranganath, who ended his life has
shocked Telugu people and
Tollywood. The versatile actor has
committed suicide in his house at
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Psychological wellness is
prime for person’s overall

wellbeing. Like body indicates
something is not OK with it,
mind also gives hints it’s ill
health. With changed family
structure and lifestyles the num-
ber of people suffering with
depression is ever increasing.
Though it is called ‘common
cold of mental illness’ if neglect-
ed will pose serious problems
and can lead to devastating con-
sequences.  Check for yourself
and if needed seek professional
help for you or your loved ones
without any stigma. 

Loss of interest in daily activ-
ities. No interest in former hob-
bies, pastimes, social activities, or
sex. You’ve lost your ability to
feel joy and pleasure. Things that
once made you feel happy now
give no feelings. You are just
closed down. Don't consider
yourself sad. You don’t consider
yourself happy too.  Now you're
above all kinds of feelings totally.
If this continues further you may
stuck in the neutral zone where
you end up feeling nothing. This
attitude towards life and your
loved ones will alienate you from
them. It will even make it hard
for them to reach out to you. 

Appetite or weight changes.
Significant weight loss or weight
gain—a change of more than five

percent of your body weight in a
month’s time.

Loss of energy. Feeling
fatigued, sluggish, and physically
drained. Your whole body may
feel heavy, and even small tasks
are exhausting or take longer to
complete.

Sleep changes. Marked
change and disturbance in estab-
lished personal sleep cycle.
Either insomnia (sleeplessness),
especially waking in the early
hours of the morning or
Hypersomnia (oversleeping). 

Anger or irritability. A lot of
little things are making you mad.
While most people think that
depression is crying, sadness and
sitting alone in the dark, anger is
also a common sign that you may
be suffering from the mental ill-
ness. Feeling agitated, restless, or
even violent. Your tolerance level
is low, your temper short, and
everything and everyone gets on
your nerves. Men especially
resort to anger as it is more
socially acceptable for them than
to sit on a couch and cry about
their problems.

Concentration problems.
Trouble focusing, making deci-
sions, or remembering things.
Your day is planned and
crammed with things to do, leav-
ing you with just enough time to
breathe, let alone think.

Reckless behaviour. You
engage in escapist behaviour
such as substance abuse, compul-
sive gambling, reckless driving,
or dangerous sports. You use to
be a responsible adult who
enjoyed both work and play. But,
if you're getting involved too
deep and diving in too quickly
into reckless behaviour now, it's
an indication of depression, espe-
cially if you are man.

Unexplained aches and pains.
An increase in physical com-
plaints such chronic pain with
headaches, stomach problems,
neck and back pain and nausea
leading the pack of symptoms.
While not every pull or ache is a
sign of depression, if you have a
chronic pain that you can't find
the cause to, you might want to
get it checked out and consider
that it could be a possible sign of
depression. 

Feelings of helplessness and
hopelessness. A bleak outlook—
nothing will ever get better and
there’s nothing you can do to
improve your situation. Strong
feelings of worthlessness or
guilt. You harshly criticize your-
self for perceived faults and mis-
takes. If you feel the world
around you is getting darker,
reach out to family, friends or a
doctor who can guide you
through this time. 

Sleep changes. Marked change and distur-
bance in established personal sleep cycle.
Either insomnia (sleeplessness), especially
waking in the early hours of the morning or

Hypersomnia (oversleeping). 
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Gandhinagar near Musheerabad in
Hyderabad. Sixty-six-year-old
Ranganath was living in a rented
house. Tirumala Sundara
Ranganath acted in more than 300
Telugu films and some TV serials.
He was one of the most talented
character artistes and his death has
created a vacuum in the industry.
Many celebs in industry are
shocked by the news about his sui-
cide. 

When his relatives broken his
house door they found the body of
Ranganath hanging from the ceil-
ing hook in a room used for pooja
and as kitchen. There was no sui-

cide note, but he wrote the word
DESTINY apparently with a
sketch pen on an almirah. The
exact reason behind the actor’s sui-
cide are yet to be ascertained but
the investigators were told by his
family members that he slipped
into depression after his wife’s
death six years ago. According to
police “Ranganath sometimes
remarked to his daughter that was
it necessary for him to continue
life having lost his wife.” It report-
ed in local dailies that sources
from his family claim that he was
in depression after his wife's death
six years ago. His daughter

Neeraja had taken him to
the psychiatrist after he
spoken about committing
suicide. 

It has been argued that
rather than seeing such
suicides in isolation, they
need to be seen in the larg-
er context of the tremen-
dous pressures that  actors
in film industry , television
channels  and related
industries face. On the
other hand the impact of
these self killing decisions
of celebrities on society is
a serious concern.

Compare to number of
suicide in the country or
region the celebrity sui-
cides are very small in
number. But their effect on
common people, especial-
ly youngster who admire,
fallow they are very signif-
icant. Number studies con-
ducted by universities and
individual psychologists in
many countries revealed
the impact. One study
done by Institute of
Biomedical Sciences,
Academia Sinica, Taipei in

Taiwan (reported in International
Journal of Epidemiology) found
the deaths of celebrities, especially
by suicide, can be followed by an
increase in population suicide
rates. The extensive media report-
ing of the celebrity suicide was
followed by an increase in suicides
with a strong implication of a
modelling effect.  When
Tollywood hero Uday Kiran com-
mitted suicide a fan of him fal-
lowed by hanging himself to a tree.
With many celebrity suicides the
copycat effect can be far-reaching
and very strong, particularly for
vulnerable people. 



Head Office: Vikhyath Infra Developers Private Limited, Flat No. 403, Ajay Chambers, Above ICICI Bank Building.
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Draught. Non remunerative
prices. Mounting debts and

accumulating loan interests.
Farmers in Andhra Pradesh seem
caught in unending crisis. Finding
no way out and lost hope many of
them ending their lives. As many
as 341 farmers in the state have
committed suicide in the last six
months. A fact finding report pre-
pared by The Rythu Swarajya
Vedika (RSV) has revealed this sad
state of affairs recently.

A voluntary organisation, RSV
is  working for the rights of farm-
ers has prepared a report based on
the data collected from the families
of the farmers, who committed sui-
cide due to crop loss and mounting
debt. This organisation sent its
team to seven of the 13 districts in
Andhra Pradesh for a first-hand
assessment of the agrarian crisis
and suicides by farmers. According
to the report, 19 out of 40 farmers
got zero bank loans and were
dependent on private moneylend-
ers. Of the total outstanding loans
of all the 40 farmers, only 13% is
from bank loans and 87% from
private loans at a high interest rate
(24 to 60%). None of the tenant
farmers interviewed received loan
eligibility cards. Their average
debt per person was Rs 4.27 lakh.
In 39 out of 40 cases, farmers had

faced heavy crop loss due to
drought, cyclone or flood. But due
to government's failure to provide
effective crop insurance or disaster
compensation, they went into debt
and despair.

The report of RSV revealed
that between August 2015 and
February 2016, at least 341 farm-
ers committed suicide in the state.
The crisis is deep and continuing.
The organisation has submitted a
copy of the report to the
Hyderabad High Court, which is
hearing the farm suicide case. The

RSV teams visited the families of
40 victims in Kurnool, Anantapur,
Guntur, East Godavari, Prakasam,
Kadapa and Chittoor. The list of
341 farmers’ suicides and the fact-
finding visit report has been sub
mitted to the HC. The report listed
the names of all the victims. It has
demanded that the Andhra Pradesh
state government should take
immediate steps to prevent further
suicides by farmers and address
the crisis situation. RSV also urged
government to provide compensa-
tion to the kin of victims.  

PRIVATE LOANS
TAKING TOLL 

341 AP FARMERS DEAD

We will do more hard work for you.
Kindly don’t commit suicide!
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Celebrity suicides again! Popular
Bollywood star Pratyusha Banerjee,

noted Telugu TV channel anchor K.Nirosha
have ended their lives abruptly. They have
taken their own lives at tender age of 24
and 23 respectively. Shocking and untimely
passing of these two young women of bob-
bling enthusiasm naturally made many peo-
ple including their fans deeply saddened.
Why celebrities like Pratyusha and Nirosha
decide to end their lives suddenly?

In our country a 15.9% are suffering
some kind of depression which is similar to
western figures.That is nearly one in six
people in will endure depression, anxiety
disorders or another mental health issue at
some point in life. People are most likely to
suffer their first depressive episode between
the ages of 30 and 40, and there is a second,
smaller peak of incidence between ages 50
and 60 Young people are especially prone
to these troubles, and they can hit low-
income people, who have limited access to
affordable treatment, especially hard.

Here’s the thing: It doesn’t matter how
happy, "normal," successful or together you
seem. (And it certainly doesn’t matter how
hot you look in a business suit or a beauti-
ful Punjabi suit.) Like most people who've
tried to take their own lives (excluding
those who choose it as an alternative to a
long, grim terminal illness), these celebri-
ties must have been in extreme emotional
pain. But generally speaking: healthy,

happy people do not kill themselves.People
with mental illnesses like depression do. 

A recent study led by James C.
Overholser from the Psychology
Department at Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland, Ohio, set out to
examine the direct relationship between
suicidal tendencies and self-esteem. The
conclusion made was not a surprising one:
low self-esteem is very closely related to
feelings of hopelessness, depression, and
suicidal ideation. Majority of young
celebrities who are in relationship have
poor self image, as they go up profession-
ally to a better position, the friends
becomes too choosey and majority are from
the same profession, this stage is like you
are near the sea but there is no water to
drink to quench your thirsty…then the rela-
tionship becomes the most ultimate situa-

Deceptively normal
men and women

■ Dr.C.VeereNDer
Counselling Psychologist
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tion, people start depending on them toomuch,
if the partner is not well matured or matured if
the celebrity is not matured on worldly matters
and life skills then the problem erupts…since
they don’t have many people to share and trust,
then that keep on disturbing their brain….par-
ents keep on telling the relationship is not ben-
efit you, your status is superior you can’t
marry him or her…this create lot of frustration
as already they develop the poor self image
while they are growing…then start thinking
about, I am not good, my future is not going to
be good, world is not going to accept me with
this…..then what for I should live? For
what???...then they take extreme step.
Glamour world is not related to one’s inner
world. Just outer expressions….though you
look very busy outside world….inside
world.you are alone…just alone…like the
uncrowned king of pop music world Michel
Jackson, always has poor self image…he was
hated his face throughout his life.he got 31
operations done  to his face to look good exter-
nally. For crores of people he is very fatally
attractive …but in his own world, he is ugly...

The vast majority of people who choose
methods of suicide that are almost guaranteed
to succeed hang to fan or celling or a plunge
from a high building do so because they are
losing a battle against major depression.
Depression is an illness, and just like cancer,
Alzheimer’s or any other illness, but it’s blind.
It doesn’t care how you look, or how much
money you make, or how many followers you
have on Twitter. So everyone asking "Why?"
can just stop. We know why; we know enough.
What we need to know now is how to better
treat and prevent the types of disorders that
lead to these tragic ends. We need to know
how to effectively treat depression. Existing
medicines are only working for half of
patients, with the condition.

As a long-time sufferer of depression him-
self, one of my friends and clientconfessed:
“My depression has been with me for 20 plus
years now. It can be downright agonizing to be
trapped, 24 hours a day, within the confines of
your own limited mind, an enemy that wants
you dead, or at least bent up on the floor in the

foetal position. I understand why people feel
that way, though, and I used to think that way,
too, before my mind got possessed by what felt
like a demonic being I couldn't control. I don't
think anyone who commits suicide intends to
hurt their families or friends. We believe our
friends and families will be happier, in the long
run, without us. Illness takes us over.”This
makes very clear thatrational thought is gone.
Suicide generally isn’t the pro-active, well-
informed choice of a healthy mind. It’s the
choice of a mind that’s already dying, in a way
a mind already hijacked and gone.People who
have never been through it don’t always under-
stand the severity of an illness like depression,
how it can be invisible to the naked eye and
possessed by otherwise awesome, strong, suc-
cessful people who can learn to pretend nor-
malcy, stuff all the anguish down and "fake it
till they make it. 

Like many of these celebrities by outside
standards, my friends also have a lot going for
him no reason to complain. He is a successful
print media professional, all the way through
gainfully employed, reasonably attractive, and
living in a nice city -Hyderabad. Have good
friends and family members who care. But
none of those external things truly register or
resonate when he had depression. We all can
logically identify them as Good Things, and
know they are supposed to make him feel
good. But he can’t feel them, they can’t get in.
He told that it’s like his brain is wearing full-
body armour designed to keep only the good
things out. Bad things, negative comments
from hisboss, petty complaints from his mother
get steered in instantly and get automatically
added to the Depression Arsenal of tools to
assassinate him with. He felt his brain always
holds the good stuff hostage, at bay.

So yes, my friend and millions like him
including celebrates have good days and bad
days. They hope someone, somewhere, comes
up with some new alternatives to help treat
people like them. Meanwhile we psychologist
and other mental health professionals striving
to save them. But alas many both common
people and celebrities are still committing sui-
cides. 
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As Andhra Pradesh state gov-
ernment is going ahead with

its plans on new capital city
Amaravati concerns about ecologi-
cal and environment damages are

causing serious concerns. The fate
of precious water bodies in
Amaravati area is also a cause of
serious concern for experts. They
say the development to be taken up
will lead to a loss Of 6.6 Sq. Km
extent of water bodies may prove
detrimental for Eco balance The

AP state government has
announced that it has devised the
blue and green concept. While blue
stands for water, green stands for
plantation. Unfortunately, both
water and greenery have been put
on the altar of the Greenfield capi-
tal city.

Amaravati harms eco
balance & environs

There are more than 3,000 species of animals and plants.  It is estimated that the forest
area in the Eastern Ghats has shrunk to half of what it was at early 1950s. Exponential
growth and development accelerated the decline of the natural glory of Eastern Ghats
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Thanks to unchecked forest

degradation and poaching of ani-
mals as it is the ecologically fragile
Eastern Ghats in the AP state are
fast losing their unique flora and
fauna. The upcoming mega capital
city of Amaravati will further dam-
age the ecological balance of the
Eastern Ghats as heavy construc-
tion activity will deprive the wild
animals including birds of a `safe
passage'. Hills and hillocks in the
capital region that form part of
Eastern Ghats are being quarried to

meet the construction needs of
Amaravati. Kondapalli forests and
the hills and hillocks in and around
Vijayawada and Amaravati are
appendages of the Eastern Ghats.
Quarrying of the hills has been
going on unchecked. The widening
of the Hyderabad Vijayawada and

Chennai Visakhapatnam portions
of the national highways had
resulted in heavy damage to these
hills. Now, Amaravati will cause
further damage as it sits right in the
hill ranges  

It is reported that almost 50 per
cent of forest cover in the Eastern
Ghats was lost in the last six
decades. This is mainly due to hap-
hazard mining, logging, poaching,
forest fires, unsustainable harvest
of forest produce, pilferage of rare
species, smuggling and export of
rare flora and fauna, encroach-
ments of forest land and infrastruc-
ture development, myopic
industrialisation, springing up of
habitations to colonise and devour
the forest. The loss is of both
greenery and animal life. About 40
per cent of the floras found in the
Eastern Ghats have medicinal
value. There are more than 3,000
species of animals and plants.  It is
estimated that the forest area in the
Eastern Ghats has shrunk to half of
what it was at early 1950s.
Exponential growth and develop-
ment accelerated the decline of the
natural glory of Eastern Ghats.

According to environmentalists,
animals in the Eastern Ghats move
from one place to another and the
construction of Amaravati will
`delink' the green corridor by creat-
ing a huge gap in the form of a
concrete jungle. This will have
serious consequences on the local
environment. A report prepared by
the Environment Information
System (Envis) of the Union min-
istry of forests and environment
states that the ‘Eastern Ghats are
under tremendous stress, degrada-
tion and damage due to human
greed, population pressure and
unsustainable development, apathy
by public and negligence by public
servants. ’The Envis report also

calls for protection of endemic, rare
and threatened animals and plants.
There is also the need to conserve
the hill ranges. 

WATER BODIES WILL SHRINK 
Another serous concern of

experts with regards to Amaravati
is the fate of precious water bodies
in those areas. It is reported that the
upcoming capital city of Amaravati
on the right bank of river Krishna
will reduce the extent of water bod-
ies by 6.6 sq. km. According to
official data, including small lakes
covering an area of 2.78 sq. km,
water bodies in the proposed capi-
tal city are spread over 32.43 sq.
km. But when the capital city
becomes operational, the size of the
water bodies will come down to
25.78 sq. km. This includes reduc-
tion in the capacity of the Krishna
and its tributary Kondaveeti Vagu.

The loss of 6.6 sq. km of water
bodies may prove detrimental to
the local ecological balance as the
capital city and the capital region
are nestled in the highly fragile
Krishna delta. Vijayawada, which
is on the other bank of the river, is
spread over 61.88 sq. km and
Amaravati will eat away as much
as one-tenth of the municipal area
of the city. The existing scrub jun-
gles spread over 4.54 sq. km will
also vanish once the capital city
comes into existence. Moreover,
the government has earmarked
12.26 sq. km for industries, which
will have an impact on the local
environment, particularly Krishna
River.

The data submitted by the state
government to the state level envi-
ronment impact assessment body
reveals that the fully developed
Amaravati city will require 1,067
million litres of water per day. And
ironically, 203 million litres will be
utilised by industries. The govern-
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ment has proposed to draw drink-
ing water from river Krishna and
the Kondaveeti Vagu. The city will
generate 877 million litres of waste
water and of this; industries will
contribute 175 million litres.

The river Krishna and its canals
are already highly polluted. This
mainly because of unscientific dis-
posal of waste in Vijayawada.
Added to this now with Amaravati
city it is likely to get further pollut-
ed. Environment activists are
expressing serious concern about
this. They are warning that once
Amaravati becomes a reality,
Krishna River will be pounded by

pollution from both the banks,
Vijayawada on the left bank and
Amaravati on the right. One-fifth
of the garbage and sewage pro-
duced in Amaravati will ironically
come from industries. As against
the projected solid waste genera-
tion of 3,662 tonnes per day,
industries will produce 796 tonnes
of waste daily. Even if the govern-
ment ensures stringent environ-
ment norms, a portion of the waste
is bound to enter the river pollut-
ing it further. The data submitted
by the government shows that the
water expanse will come down
after the construction of

Amaravati. The government has
grand plans for greenery, but it is
not clear how it will sustain the
plantation by reducing the extent
of water bodies environment
experts wonder. They suggest that
the government should immediate-
ly take up a study to arrive at the
`baseline data' before beginning
the construction of Amaravati so
that it could compare it with the
data obtained after the city is
ready. But government has begun
work without conducting the base-
line study on the environmental
damage Amaravati will cause to
the greenery and water bodies.  
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Tamil Nadu has made it. The
southern state which has

gone for Assembly elections in
April is far ahead of other states
in the country in providing more
community toilets to its people.
According to the Swachhta
Status Report 2016, over seven-
ty two percent of villages in the
state of Tamil Nadu have com-
munity toilets while the national
average is a meagre thirteen per-
cent.

The National Sample Survey
Organization, in its released
recently report places Tamil
Nadu in the first position among
25 other states enumerated in the
survey. Conducted during May-
June last year
(2015), it has
covered all the
states and union
territories,

except Arunachal Pradesh and
Tripura. The survey also found
that as much as sixty six percent
of wards (Urban area) in Tamil
Nadu had community/public toi-
lets, which again is much higher
than the All India average of
forty two percent. In entire
country only five states are
ranked above Tamil Nadu in this
aspect.

However, despite the
achievement, the percentage of
urban households contributing to
open defecation in Tamil Nadu
stood at ten point seven percent
considerably higher than the
national average of eight point
nine percent. The reason for it
according to environmentalists
and urban experts is having large

number of
slums.
Commenting on
the survey find-
ings, they said

open defecation is still rampant
in urban sprawls like Chennai,
which houses several slums
within its limits.  They substan-
tiate their claim by citing the sad
state of rivers and waterways in
the city. Incidentally, only four
cities from Tamil Nadu are
ranked among the top 73 clean
cities in the country, in another
recent survey conducted by the
Ministry of Urban Development.
They points out that the term
‘community toilet’ could not be
used interchangeably with ‘pub-
lic toilet’. According to them
there are no community toilets
in Chennai, for what is put up by
civic authorities are only public
toilets. For some reason, they
are being called community toi-
lets. A community toilet unlike
the public one has more compre-
hensive sanitary facilities with
elements of personal hygiene
available in them.

Tamil Nadu tops in Community Toilets 
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Fireworks accidents not new to
India. They are traditionally

part of a large number of local fes-
tivals and social functions in vari-
ous states. But negligence of rules
formed by authorities concerning
manufacturing and use of fire-
crackers has been a major cause of
concern throughout the country,
especially in southern states. In
Kerala state fireworks, explosion
of the stock at a temple has killed
114 people and 350 were injured,
including some with severe burns.
The Puttingal Temple in Paravur,
Kollam experienced an explosion

and fire after firework celebrations
went awry.

The accident, which took place
on 10 April 2016, is reported to
have been caused as a result of a
stray cracker popularly known as
‘amittu’ accidentally falling into a
fireworks stockpile towards the fag
end of the fireworks display.
Splinters of the blast in the stock-
pile subsequently resulted in a
huge fire in the hutment storing
more fireworks, local media
reported. The fireworks display is
part of an age-old tradition at the
temple. At approximately 3.30 AM
with this sudden explosion and fire
lead to major tragedy. A large
number of devotees participating

in the festival were killed and seri-
ously injured. The template and at
least 150 houses in the area of the
temple were damaged by the blast.
According to local reports and eye-
witnesses, the explosion and fire
were caused by a firecracker which
was being used in a competitive
fireworks display as part of a cele-
bration. Sparking the fireworks in
the concrete store house. The tem-
ple did not have permission from
Kerala government authorities to
conduct a "competitive fireworks
display. About 15,000 pilgrims
were visiting the temple to mark
local religious celebrations, for the
last day of a seven-day festival of
the goddess Bhadrakali. It is the

Fireworks at Kerala
temple shocks the nation
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second major firework disaster
reported in the news in southern
states in recent years, after the
Sivakasi factory explosion in
Tamil Nadu on 5 September 2012.
The shrine is administered by a
private trust representing the
Ezhava community. Accidents
caused as a result of fireworks
have been a consistent occurrence
and is not new to Kerala.
Negligence of rules formed by
authorities regarding making and
use of firecrackers has been a
major cause of concern in the state
where fireworks are traditionally
part of a large number of local fes-
tivals.

The death of at least 114 people
as a result of a major fire at
Puttingal temple at Paravur has
sent shock waves throughout the
country. This tragic incident has
retrained the focus on firerelated
accidents that killed over 1.13 lakh
people across the country in five
years between 2010 and
2014.Though the number of deaths
in such incidents has been decreas-
ing in the past five years, the fig-
ure still remains uncomfortably
high.

According to National Crime
Records Bureau (NCRB) of the

home ministry, 20,377 fire acci-
dents were reported in the country
in 2014, which caused 19,513
deaths and injuries to 1,889 peo-
ple.The report released by NCRB
showed that the maximum deaths
in fire accidents in 2014 were
reported from Maharashta (3892)
followed by Madhya Pradesh
(2305), Gujarat (2011), Karnataka
(1610), Tamil Nadu (1594), UP
(1164), Chhattisgarh (1089) and

Rajasthan (1034). Among Union
Territories (UTs), the maximum
casualties in 2014 were reported
from Delhi (170) followed by the
Andaman & Nicobar Islands (18),
Daman & Diu (16), Chandigarh
(14) and Puducherry (12). The
cause-wise analysis of fire acci-
dents showed that the maximum
(18.3%) incidents were reported in
residential buildings.Other causes
included fire in school buildings,
mines, trains, private vehicles, gov-
ernment buildings and manufactur-
ing units of combustible materials
like crackers and match boxes.No
separate data for fire in temples is
maintained. Kerala, incidentally , is
among states where more than 50%
of fire incidents in 2014 were
reported in residential buildings.
Other states in this category includ-
ed Punjab, Jammu & Kashmir,
Meghalaya, Mizoram and
Arunachal Pradesh. The number of
casualties among women was high-
er than men in 2014. Out of 19,513
casualties in 2014, 12,446 were
that of women.  
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By - sP.ANshumAAli

She emerged as one of the influ-
ential people in world.

International news weekly Time
has named Sunita Narain among
‘100 most influential persons’. The
Indian environmentalist and politi-
cal activist as well as a major pro-
ponent of the Green concept of
sustainable development was listed
under ‘Pioneers’ in its  latest issue
The magazine has described Sunita
Narain : “As an activist, Narain is
a pioneer. She and the organization
that she heads, the New Delhi–
based Centre for Science and
Environment, have been campaign-
ing to reduce the Indian capital’s
dangerous air-pollution levels for
almost two decades.” 

Time’s issue dated May 2nd
2016, has carried a 138 worded
story titled ‘Clearing the air’ was
written by noted novelist Amitav
Ghosh. The story lauded Sunita
Naraian, saying a paper that she co-
authored in 1991 remains to this day
the foundational charter of the glob-
al climate-justice movement. She
has advocated policies that recog-
nize India’s forest dwellers and
indigenous peoples as essential cus-
todians of their environments.
“Sunita Narain’s ideas have shaped
some of the key debates of our time.
Hers is a voice that urgently needs
to be heard in this era of climate
change” the magazine suggested.

International recognition,
national level awards are not new
to 55years old Sunita Naraian. She
has been with the Delhi-based

Centre for Science and
Environment (CSE) since 1982.
She is currently the director of the
Centre and the director of the
Society for Environmental
Communications and publisher of
the fortnightly magazine, Down To
Earth. In her years at the Centre,
she has worked hard at analysing
and studying the relationship
between environment and develop-
ment. Working at creating public
consciousness about the need for
sustainable development. Over the
years, Sunita has also developed
the management and financial sup-
port systems needed for the institu-
tion, which has over 100 staff
members and a dynamic program
profile. She is currently in charge
of the Centre's management and
plays an active role in a number of

Sunita Narain:
International influence
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It is India’s most respected and well-known organ-isation working to protect the environment. With
its Director Sunita Naraian emerging as one of the
most influential person at global level The Centre
for Science and Environment (CSE) is again in
news. CSE is a public interest research and advoca-
cy organisation based in New Delhi. It researches
into, lobbies for and communicates the urgency of
development that is both sustainable and equitable.

One of India’s first environmental NGOs was
founded by Anil Kumar Agrawal in 1980. An IIT
graduate who, leaving promising technical career
joined Delhi’s leading daily, Hindustan Times, as a
science correspondent in 1973 and soon discovered
India’s most evocative environmental movement
known as the Chipko Movement in 1974. This was
the first report of a people’s movement in India or
probably anywhere else in the developing world to
protect the environment. After seven years of
Science and environment reporting he founded the
CSE. to analyse and study the relationship between
environment and development and create public
consciousness about the need for sustainable devel-
opment. In 1982, the Centre published a pioneering
Citizens’ report on the State of India’s Environment

which provided an overview of the level of degra-
dation and its impact on the people of India. After
Anil Agarwal sudden death at early age of 54 years
in 2002, Sunita Narain has taken up responsibility
of CSE.

The scenario today demands using knowledge to
bring about change. This is what we CSE manage-
ment it aiming to do. The challenge they see, is
two-pronged. On the one hand, millions live within
a biomass based subsistence economy, at the mar-
gins of survival. The environment is their only nat-
ural asset. Degraded environment cause stress on
land, water and forest resources for survival. It
means increasing destitution and poverty. Here,
opportunity to bring about change is enormous. On
the other hand, rapid industrialization is throwing
up new problems: growing modification and a cost-
ly disease burden. This is the challenge of the bal-
ance.

CSE aim is to raise these concerns, participate
in seeking answers and – more importantly – in
pushing for answers and transforming these into
policy and so practice. They are doing this through
in-house research and by communicating their
understanding through our publications. 

They call this knowledge-based activism and
hope makes a difference. The CSE efforts are built
around some broad programmes

Communication for Awareness: CSE’s publica-
tions and informational products have been its
strength and they have combined research and read-
ability to get the message across opinion makers
and general people. Its main tools for awareness
raising are periodicals, publications, films. Research
and Advocacy: CSE has its efforts specifically
designed to create awareness about problems and
propose sustainable solutions. Research at centre
often consists of in-depth learning about an environ-
mental problem and then finding answers in accor-
dance with CSE’s core values.

-SP.Anshumaali

Alleviation through
awareness
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research projects and public cam-
paigns. 

Sunita began her career as a co-
researcher with Anil Agarwal, an
eminent environmentalist who gave
the country its environmental con-
cern and message. In 1985, she co-
edited the State of India’s
Environment report, which built an
understanding in the country on
why India is so important for the
poor. After that she went on to
study issues related to forest man-
agement. 

For this project she travelled
across the country to understand
people's management of natural
resources and in 1989 co-authored
the publication Towards Green
Villages advocating local participa-
tory democracy as the key to sus-
tainable development. In the early
1990s she got involved with global
environmental issues and she con-
tinues to work on these as
researcher and advocate. Her
research interests are wide-ranging
- from global democracy, with a
special focus on climate change, to
the need for local democracy, with-
in which she has worked both on
forest-related resource management
and water-related issues. Air pollu-
tion is an extremely serious prob-
lem, which damages the respiratory
system and can lead to mortality as
well. Narain, working with her col-
leagues at CSE, has been actively
engaged in advocating for air pol-
lution control. She believes that the
answers to the growing problems
of pollution will be in reinventing
the growth model of the Western
world so that we can advance tech-
nology choices and find new ways
of building wealth, which will not
cost us the earth.

The Time’s ‘Most influential
person’ has written number of
books. In 1991 she co-authored the
publication Global Warming in an

Unequal World: A case of environ-
mental colonialism. In 1989, learn-
ing from the successful initiatives
of people to manage their environ-
ment, Anil Agarwal and she wrote
Towards Green Villages advocating
local participatory democracy as
the key to sustainable development. 

She has continued to research
and write about how environment
must become the basis of liveli-
hood security of people in the
country. She has also linked issues
of local democracy with global
democracy, arguing that every
human being has an entitlement to
the global atmospheric common. In
1997, pushing the concern for
water harvesting, she co-edited the
book Dying Wisdom: Rise, fall and
Potential of India's Water
Harvesting Systems. In 2000, she
co-edited the publication Green
Politics: Global Environmental
Negotiations. Sunita remains an
active participant, both nationally
and internationally, in civil society.
She serves on the boards of various

organisations and on governmental
committees and has spoken at
many forums across the world on
issues of her concern and expertise.

In 2005, she was awarded the
Padma Shri by the Government of
India. In 2005, the Centre and
Sunita were awarded the
Stockholm Water Prize, considered
the Water Nobel for work on build-
ing an informed public opinion on
the need for decentralised water
management and rainwater harvest-
ing. In 2005, she also chaired the
Tiger Task Force at the direction of
the Prime Minister, to evolve an
action plan for conservation in the
country after the loss of tigers in
Sariska. Was a member of the
Prime Minister’s Council for
Climate Change as well as the
National Ganga River Basin
Authority. Sunita has received the
prestigious ‘Raja-Lakshmi Award’
In 2009 Same year she was also
awarded an honorary Doctor of
Science by the University of
Calcutta.  
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India was the world's largest recipient of remit-tances from abroad during year 2015. Despite
experiencing a $1 billion drop from the previous
year our country stood on the top of the list. This is
the first decline in its remittances since 2009, the
World Bank has announced. India retained its top
spot in 2015, attracting about $69 billion in remit-
tances, down from $70 billion in 2014, the World
Bank said in its annual report `Migration and
Development Brief'.

Other large remittance recipients in 2015 were
China, with $64 billion, the Philippines ($28 bil-
lion), Mexico ($25 billion) and Nigeria ($21 billion).
“Remittances to India, the (South Asian) region's
largest economy and the world's largest remittance
recipient, decreased by 2.1 per cent in 2015, to USD
68.9 billion. This marks the first decline in remit-
tances since 2009, “the World Bank report said.
Officially recorded remittances to developing coun-
tries amounted to $431.6 billion in 2015, an increase
of 0.4 per cent over $430 billion in 2014. The
growth pace in 2015 was the slowest since the glob-
al financial crisis, the report said. Global remit-
tances, which include those to high-income
countries, contracted by 1.7 per cent to $581.6 bil-

lion in 2015, from $592 billion in 2014, the World
Bank said.

The growth of remittances in 2015 slowed from
eight per cent in 2014 to 2.5 per cent for
Bangladesh, from 16.7 per cent to 12.8 per cent for
Pakistan, and from 9.6 per cent to 0.5 per cent for
Sri Lanka. “Slower growth may reflect the impact of
falling oil prices on remittances from GCC coun-
tries, “the report said. 

India tops remittances
from abroad list
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Graft, nepotism is not new to
most countries in the world.

Politicians, bureaucrats, business-
men taking away ill wealth to tax
heavens have come to light many
times in the past. But the exposure
Panama papers made recently has
shaken the world as never before. It
broke like a thunderbolt over many
world capitals. As a treasure trove
of documents pointing to illicit for-
eign holdings, slush money, and
corruption involving scores of
world leaders, tycoons and celebri-
ties was brought out and the grand
conspiracy to undermine their
countries was exposed. These
papers were leaked anonymously
through International Consortium
of Investigative Journalists

(ICIJ).The Panama Papers are a set
of 11.5 million confidential docu-
ments detailing information about
more than 214,000 offshore com-
panies compiled by the
Panamanian corporate service
provider Mossack Fonesca includ-
ing the identities of company
shareholders and directors. 

An anonymous source using the
pseudonym ‘John Doe’ made the
documents available in batches to
German newspaper Süddeutsche
Zeitung in early 2015. The infor-
mation from this unremunerated
whistle-blower documents transac-
tions as far back as the 1970s and
eventually totalled 2.6 terabytes of
data. Given the scale of the leak,
the newspaper enlisted the help of
the ICIJ, which distributed the doc-
uments for investigation and analy-
sis to some 400 journalists at 107

media organizations in 76 coun-
tries. The first news reports based
on the papers, and 149 of the doc-
uments themselves, were published
on April 3, this year.

The documents illustrate how
wealthy individuals, including pub-
lic officials, hide assets from public
scrutiny. The British Virgin Islands
was home to half of the companies
exposed and Hong Kong contained
the most affiliated banks, law
firms, and middlemen. While the
use of offshore business entities is
not illegal in the jurisdictions in
which they are registered, during
their investigation reporters found
that some of the shell companies
may have been used for illegal pur-
poses, including fraud, drug traf-
ficking, and tax evasion

The ICIJ has also detailed the
hidden financial dealings of 128

TREMORS
CREATING
PANAMA
PAPERS
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crooked politicians
and public officials
around the world. It
said the files expose
offshore companies
controlled by the
Prime Ministers of
Iceland and Pakistan,
the King of Saudi
Arabia, and friends
and associates of
Russian President
Vladimir Putin.
Names of leaders from
many major countries
listed in this unprece-
dented exposure. This
list included
Prominent leaders like
Vladimir

Putin(Russia), Xi JinPing(China)
and Nawaz Sharif(Pakistan)
Sigmundur Gunnlaugsson
(Iceland), Hosni Mubarak(Egypt),
Moammar Gaddafi(Libya) named
in the exposure. Notable exceptions
to the list included US President
Obama and India's PM Narendra
Modi. But The Panama Papers dis-
close that certain Indian residents
hold shares in firms incorporated
through Panama based firm
Mossack Fonseca.

According to reports in the
world media nepotism coursed

through the expose with Nawaz
Sharif’s daughter Maryam Nawaz,
Li Xiaolin, daughter of former
Chinese PM Li Peng, Mohd
Nazifuddin Najib, son of
Malaysian PM Najib Razak, Clive
Khulubuse Zuma, nephew of South
Africa President Jacob Zuma, and
Kojo Annan, son of former UN
secretary-general Kofi Annan, fea-
turing in the expose. Russia’s gov-
ernment has dismissed Mossack
Fonseca reports as unfounded and
based on “Putinophobia“ while
British government  refused to
comment on information in the
files which showed that British PM
David Cameron's father, Ian, used
offshore techniques to avoid paying
UK tax. The PM's family said their

investments were a
“private matter“.
Iceland's PM Sig
mundur Davíð
Gunnlaugsson
announced that
he will not be
resigning. 

As part of
the ICIJ joint
investigation,
the national
English daily
Indian Express
published reports

on the alleged off-
shore holdings of such prominent
names as Amitabh Bachchan and
Aishwarya Rai, DLF chairman K P
Singh and several members of his
family, Indiabulls owner Sameer
Gehlaut, Onkar Singh Kanwar of
Apollo Tyres and Gautam Adani's
elder brother Vinod. These were
based on lea ked documents from
Mossack Fonseca, a Panama-based
law firm. Several of those named in
the reports said they had complied
with prevailing rules. These were
based on leaked documents from
Mossack Fonseca, a Panama-based

law firm. Several of those named in
the reports said they had complied
with prevailing rules.

Governments across the world
including in our country have
launched investigations ¬ Australia,
Austria, France, Sweden and the
Netherlands were among those
which said they had begun probing
the allegations, based on more than
11.5 million documents. At the
same time central government on
had set up a multiagency team to in-
vestigate these alleged offshore
holdings of about 500 Indians
named by ICIJ in Panama papers.
Finance minister Arun Jaitley an-
nounced that strict action will be
taken against any “unlawful“ac-
counts. 

The probe was ordered after
Prime Minster Narendra Modi dis-
cussed the issue with him. The
multi-agency group will comprise
various government agencies -the
CBDT (Central Board of Direct
Taxes), FIU (Financial Intelligence
Unit), FT&TR (Foreign Tax and
Tax Research) and RBI (Reserve
Bank of India). Finance Minister
announced that these agencies will
continuously monitor these (ac-
counts) and whichever accounts are
found to be unlawful, and strict ac-
tion as per existing laws will be tak-
ing. A finance ministry release said
the government would seek “maxi-
mum information from all sources
including foreign governments to
help in the investigation process“. 

Meanwhile it is reported that
the Conspiracy theorists dubbed
Pamna papers leakage as  “CIA
false flag operations“, pointing to
the absence of any American in the
list, and maintaining that the real
corruption lay in NATO and the
UN. UN mindful of accusations the
ICIJ is planning to publish a full
list of offshore companies involved
in early this (May) month. 
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Can trains in our country run
with super speeds like 150 or

160 Kilo Meters per Hour
(KMPH) in near future? Hearing
news about modernisation of
Indian Railways you may hope so.
But, according a knowledge paper
on Indian Railways (IR) it will
remain dream for many more years
to come. 

Prepared jointly by PHD

Chamber of Commerce and
Industry and Institute of Cost
Accountants of India (ICAI)
reveals that Indian railways suf-
fered so much from under invest-
ment for more than six decades
between 1951 to 2014. During
these years IR’s track capacity
addition could grow very at
Compound Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of a meagre 0.7% where-
as it witnessed a respective passen-
ger and freight traffic growth by

CAGR of 3.1% and 4.3%. You
may what is this has to do with
speeds at trains can run? Here it is:

Indian Railways is equipped
with train engines that can travel at
a speed of 160 km per hour. But
India the main line tracks built
cannot even sustain the trains trav-
elling at a speed of 110-130 km
per hour.  Due to this, the average
speed of the trains is hampered.
Added to these old coach designs,
the maximum speed they can trav-

No super speed
train travel
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el at is 110 km per hour. Because
of this weak infrastructure trains
cannot reach super speeds and the
time required to travel is increased.

The paper titled Indian
Railways – Transforming into an
Engine of Growth was released by
the Union Minister of State for
Development of North Eastern
Region (DoNER), Dr. Jitendra
Singh in the presence of President
and Vice President of the PHD
Chamber Dr. Mahesh Gupta and
Mr. Anil Khaitan among others at

3rd Global Rail Convention-
2016. It states that a con-
sequence, capacity
augmentation has suf-
fered and so the quali-
ty of service delivery.  

It further explains,
“The resources have

been insufficient for
improving customer satisfac-

tion and introducing technological
improvements.  Investments in
safety have also been insufficient

and the biggest challenge facing
Indian railways is its inability to
meet the demands of its customers
both freight and passenger”.

According to the paper, due to
low track km addition over the
years, the high density networks of
the Indian Railways are facing
acute capacity constraints, 40% of
sections are running at 100% or
above line capacity showcasing the
high congestion in the system.
More than 65% of high density
network is running at over 100%
utilization levels. 

The paper further highlights
that while passenger segment uti-
lizes 65% of the resources; it con-
tributes only 30% to the revenues,
whereas freight contributed 70%
by utilizing only 35% of resources.
Cross subsidizing of passenger
fares by artificially high freight
fares has led to shift in favour of
road transport, both in freight and
short distance passenger traffic.

“Whereas, ever since the Modi
government came to power in May
2014, it increased such an alloca-
tion for the same purpose by 150%
at a level of over Rs.5, 300 crore in
the last two years, as a result the
capacity building of railways has
been intensifying in the north east-
ern region”, pointed Dr. Singh who
is also MoS of Science and
Technology, Earth Sciences,
Department of Atomic Energy and
Department of Space and Ministry
of Personnel, Public Grievances
and Pension, PMO.

Indian Railways is equipped with train engines that can
travel at a speed of 160 km per hour. But India the main
line tracks built cannot even sustain the trains travelling
at a speed of 110-130 km per hour.  Due to this, the aver-
age speed of the trains is hampered. Added to these old
coach designs, the maximum speed they can travel at is

110 km per hour.
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By -lATA JAiN

When Kate married William,
she told him the first place

on her list of countries to visit was
India. Two children and nearly five
years later, the British Royal cou-
ple travelled more than 4,500
miles for a whistle-stop seven-day
tour of the colourful country and
neighbouring Bhutan last week.
The couple came without their two
young children, Prince George and
Princess Charlotte leaving them
with their maternal parents.

The Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge William and Kate have
visited slums, forests of Assam
,played Cricket and football, visit-
ed slums of Mumbai ,attended a

glitzy Bollywood gala memorable
dinner with the Indian beauties
during their weeklong visit to India
from April 10 to 16.On the day of
arrival in Mumbai, payed tributes
to Mumbai attack victims. The
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge
arrived At Mumba stayed at the
Taj Palace Hotel which was in
news for the 2008 terrorists attack.
The royal couple lay a lay a wreath
at a memorial inside the hotel and
met members of staff who helped
protect guests during the attack. In
the visitor's book at the hotel, the
couple wrote: "In memory of those
who lost their lives and those
injured in the senseless atrocities at
the Taj Mahal Palace Hotel." 

Later on that day, the royal cou-

ple played a round of cricket at a
local cricket academy. Kate, in a
printed tunic dress, smiled and
waved at people who had gathered
at Mumbai's well-known Oval
cricket grounds, while William
took the first turn with the bat as
Indian cricket star Sachin
Tendulkar bowled a single slow
delivery. Kate, too, faced a couple
of slow deliveries at the exhibition
match, which gave her and her hus-
band a chance to mingle with
cricket enthusiasts. William and
Kate made their way to the 12th
century famous Banganga Water
Tank in the Malabar Hill area of
Mumbai. The royal couple chose to
visit the slum to meet representa-
tives of a charity called SMILE.

Duke and Duchess
of Cambridge

in India and Bhutan
Royal reception

all the way
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William and Kate were shown
around the area by Anafi Shah,
founder of SMILE, which runs 14
schools and women's empower-
ment projects across several areas
in Mumbai. The royal couple
watched children being put through
their paces by football coach Ashok
Rathod. They were practicing hit-
ting a red come between two
orange ones with a pass from seven
yards. William and Kate both took
on children at football target.

On second day of their stay
William and Kate went to National
capital.  Visited to India Gate
memorial, event to celebrate the
birthday of the Queen and meeting
an ardent fan, Boman Kohinoor
.They met Boman Kohinoor, 90
got t in their hotel suite after post-
ing a video online of him inviting
them to his Indian restaurant ahead
of their arrival in India. On third
day the Royal couple visited a
shelter home for children near
New Delhi Railway station. Later
there was a Lunch meet with the
Prime Minister Narenra Modi, but
no discussions on political issues. 

William and Kate on fourth day
were in Assam. The  couple drove
down to the Diphlu River Lodge
near the Kaziranga National Park
where they stayed the night and
attended a program me on ethnic
cultural traditions  presented by

local artistes in their honour. The
Duke and Duchess and Cambridge
got off to an early start to go on
safari in Kaziranga National Park
where they spotted rhino, water
buffalo, swamp deer and rare bird
species. William and Kate chatted
with rangers as they fed baby ele-
phants rhinos at conservation cen-
tre in Kaziranga. The Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge were
"angry" to hear that poachers
slaughtered a rhino at Kaziranga
National Park, just hours after their
visit to the highlight the plight of
endangered species. It may be
appropriate here to mention that
the Duke of Cambridge is the pres-
ident of United for Wildlife and
patron of the Tusk Trust.

The Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge reached the tiny moun-
tainous nation of Bhutan. There

they were met by the sister of the
nation's King. It was a day of fun
and amusement for the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge as they
attempted archery. A six-hour
round trip saw the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge hike all the
way to the Tiger's Nest Monastery,
near Paro,Bhutan. William and
Kate, guided by the director of the
national museum, Phuntesho
Tashi, spun a series of Buddhist
prayer wheels in the picturesque
spot, which followers believe
absolves sins. On last day of their
weeklong visit they came back to
Delhi and went to Agra. The Duke
and Duchess of Cambridge
invoked nostalgia Saturday as they
sat and smiled for photos on the
same marble bench in front of the
Taj Mahal where Prince William's
late mother, Princess Diana, had
posed alone for a memorable 1992
photo. Winding down their week-
long royal tour of India and
Bhutan, William and his wife left
their country on 17th of April.
Much has been made of Kate's
wardrobe choices during her visit
to India and the duchess did not
rise to the occasion. At each event,
the Duchess (supported by a team
of stylists, hairdressers) has
dressed in a manner that ranges
from the demure to the plain
dowdy.
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Dr.m.A.ViriNChi

Intermediate examination resultsare out. Hearts of successful stu-
dents were filled with Joy of
achievement, dreams for bright fu-
ture. One might be looking for a
college to continue higher educa-
tion. But opting a right career path
after inter is a Hercules sand chal-
lenging task. There are many
courses for boys and girls with
bubbling enthusiasm and idealism
many look attractive. 

Tender age, influencing factors
of comparison by parents and self,
tempting advertisement campaigns
average students will be under in-
fluence bombarding options and
decisions in choosing the courses.
Nevertheless, an individual has to
decide his / her career path at this
age of ten plus two level based on
his /her strength and interest with-
out getting under external influ-
ences.

One may be in a dilemma
about 'what career to take up next’.
Well! It primarily depends upon the
stream in which one completed
plus two. While choosing a career
a student must consider various
factors, most importantly his/her

interest, ability to cope with the
subject chosen, job scope for the
career and affordability of financial
commitments during the course.
And, precisely for this reason, In-
termediate has become so impor-
tant for the students in the country.
Plus two is the starting phase for a
student to make his professional
choices clear. One has to decide
which caser to pursue. Which is the
best choice suited for him/her.

There are numerous options
available to pursue a career after

plus two Making the right career
choice at the right time will bear
fruitful results for the future. Every
option has its pluses & minuses but
promises good rewards, if one are
passionate and is willing to work
hard for it. Whatever field one
chooses, excel in it. The major ad-
vantage of +2 science students is
that they can switch to other careers
i.e. arts, humanities or even to com-
merce.

One can either attempt for di-
rect entry into a professional course
such as engineering, medicine, de-
sign, pharmacy, law, agriculture/
fisheries, business administration,
computer/ IT etc. through an en-
trance exam after qualification in
Entrance tests like EAMCET and
other related tests or choose an ac-
ademic degree in Arts, Science,
commerce or humanities and
branch out to a profession after
graduation or post-graduation.
Along with the academic degree,
candidates can prepare for Bank
Tests, LIC/ GIC Exams other com-
petitive exams conducted by
UPSC, SSC, Railways, UGC/
NCTE etc. If interested in defence,
one can join the Navy, Air force or
Army stream. For a career in De-
fence, one must qualify the en-

Crossing junction
of career options

What after intermediate:

your PlANNiNg shoulD
Be PreCeDeD By 2 sTePs
1.  Assess one strengths and

weaknesses, likings, aptitudes
and interests. 

2.  Gather as much informa-
tion as possible about the vari-
ous educational opportunities
and choose one that suits one’s
requirements.
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trance examination conducted by
the specific wing. 10+2 candidates
from any stream who are physi-
cally fit according to physical stan-
dards of NDA are eligible to join in
the Army wing of the National De-
fence Academy (NDA) after quali-
fying an entrance examination. 

SCIENCE STUDENTS 
+2 science with Bi.PC
Subjects such as physics, chem-

istry and biology (PCB) are re-
quired for students aspiring to take
up careers in medicine or dental
studies, biochemistry, biotechnol-
ogy, microbiology, agricultural and
dairy science. Options are also
available in the paramedical and al-
lied fields such as Nursing, Physio-
therapy, Occupational therapy,
Audiology, Speech therapy, Med-
ical Lab Technology, Optometry,
Nutrition and Dietetics, Pharmacy
etc.

Those interested in animal hus-
bandry and veterinary science can
take a career as a veterinary doctor.
For that they have to appear for the
entrance examination conducted by
Veterinary Council of
India for getting admis-

sion to first year Bachelor of Vet-
erinary Science and Animal Hus-
bandry.

+2 science with mBiPC
Those with +2 sciences Bio-

maths can take up either engineer-
ing or a medical career. Admission
to these professional courses is
through entrance examinations.

If not interested in engineering
and medical field, 10+2 science
students can go for B.Sc. (Bachelor
of Science) program of their choice
of interest, which can be followed
by Master's degree (M.Sc.), Ph.D.
and M.Phil. Teaching is another op-
tion.

mPC students
Engineering – Aerospace, Agri-

cultural, Automobile, Biochemical,
Bio Medical, Biotechnology, Bio
Instrumentation, Bio Informatics,
Broad cast technician, Ceramic,
Chemical, Civil, Computer, Con-
struction, Electrical, Electronic,
Engineer Manager, Environmental,
Food, Fire, Industrial, Instrumenta-
tion, Leather, Marine, Mechanical,
Mining & Metallurgical, Nano
technology, Printing, Production,

Plastic & polymer, Highway, Rub-
ber, Genetic, Telecommunication,
Textile, Architecture, IT or Infor-
mation Technology.

Outside traditional engineering
colleges students with MPC have
other study options in IT sector.
These courses take lesser years and
can fletch jobs with relatively soon.

Software: Application Program-
mer, Database Administrator, Infor-
mation Technologist, Medical
Transcriptionist, Network Admin-
istrator, Software Engineer, System
Architect, Technology Manager,
Web Developer, Multimedia De-
signer

Hardware – Hardware Design
And Development Engineer, De-
sign and Development of Com-
puter Hardware, Design And
Development of Customized Mi-
croprocessor, Design and develop-
ment of networking hardware,
Service Maintenance Engineers/
technician

Commerce students
Students, who have taken up

commerce stream, have a good fu-
ture in banking and financial insti-

tutions. There are
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various subjects studied under
commerce stream some being the-
oretical like Business Law and oth-
ers being practical like financial
accounting, Business finance, Au-
diting, Taxation etc. Every subject
deals with different category of
functioning of business. Commerce
streams are offered in 12th grade
with and without Mathematics. 

Plus2 Commerce students plan-
ning for further studies can take up
careers in professional fields such
as Company Secretary, Chartered
accountancy (CA), Actuarial Sci-
ence, and ICAI and so on. CA is
considered as one of the toughest
examination and while doing CA,
students should be aware of the fact
that every year only a marginal per-
centage of candidates qualify for
these examinations. It is better to
pursue professional programs
along with graduation or after grad-
uation so as to fetch lucrative job
opportunities. 

Therefore a lot of students
choose to do B. Com with a special-
ization in computers before going
for CA degree. Others can take up
bachelor's degree in commerce
(B.Com), followed by M.Com,
PhD and M.Phil. There is wide
range of career opportunities for
B.Com graduates. Financial & In-
vestment services banking, market-
ing, insurance, stock broking,
business process outsourcing etc.
offers employment opportunities
for these graduates. Accounts Offi-
cer, Budget Analyst, Finance Offi-
cer, Bank Officer and Accounts
Executive are some of the job pro-
files available for B.Com graduates.
Those interested in teaching field
can go for B.Ed. But one can go for
B.Ed. in Commerce only after their
post-graduation in Commerce i.e.
M.com. Other career avenues for
commerce students are MBA,
Computer studies and Banking.

humanities (Arts) students:
Variety of creative courses is

awaiting Arts/ Humanities students
after their 12th grade. Bachelor de-
gree in any of the arts subjects is
the best option for those interested
in higher studies. Bachelor courses
are available in the fields of adver-
tising, fine arts, journalism, mass
communication, media studies,
business management, performing
arts, travel and tourism, hotel man-
agement and much more. These
courses have heavy demand and
are extremely beneficial for stu-
dents who are willing to take this
as a profession. 

Enthusiastic students irrespec-
tive of their optional subjects at
inter can take up courses in fashion
technology, jewellery design, avia-
tion, radio jockey, packaging or in-
dustrial design. Those interested in
foreign languages can study lan-
guages of their interest like French,
Spanish, German, Russian, Japan-
ese or Chinese for opting an inter-
preter’s job in the consulates and
embassies.

All students after graduation,
candidates can prepare for Civil
Service Examination. Those with a
flair for writing can take up content
writing as a career option. Ample
short duration vocational courses

are available in fields of computers,
hospitality management, business
administration etc. which rewards
a promising career with great
salary and job satisfaction. 

Wiser planning is one of the
most crucial factors in one’s life.

This needs no emphasis. And,
planning of a career is so important
at least for two reasons. First,
whether one opt for a job or prefer
to be on one’s own, one should un-
derstand that there is a fierce com-
petition in every walk of life.

In the journey of life, there are
many milestones with lot many ob-
stacles, ups downs and so on and
many steps leading to the growth
pattern. In the process, one should
not forget that, at some point of the
journey, one has to think a while
without getting influencing factors,
that weakens our strength and de-
cide: Which is the right way to go?
After all, it’s a make or break situ-
ation. Is anything else that is more
important than deciding on wiser
option for one’s life? No! Decide,
Reside, Adhere, commit, dedicate,
put sincere untiring efforts, in
whichever filed you have chosen
and get success.

(The author is Adviser-L & D,
R & D , P & D, Humanagement)
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The New NeTwork

Fingerprints and passwords were
introduced as a means of pro-

tecting our personal information
and data from unauthorized access.
Today they are used in almost all
aspects of our digital life. Our bank
account, email and credit card
number and other sensitive person-
al information every detail is some-
how liked to passwords now. All
these are protected using a
sequence of words and numbers,
including mixed case letters and

different symbols. Since the dawn
of the age of information, we were
given the idea that a ‘password’. It
is a sufficient means of protecting
and safeguarding all our precious
and infinitely valuable personal
/Business data and information.

Today we have so many
accounts everywhere reaching all
corners of the virtual world as a
result of the requirement to have a
profile in most of the websites in
order for us to enjoy its services.
These services all ask for pass
words

in a time in which advanced com-
puter systems are broken into by
hackers and crackers. It has now
been indefinitely proven over time
that passwords can no longer pro-
tect us – no matter how complex,
no matter how unique they are. It is
clear any password can be broken
by the modern e-wizards in no
time. It is quite a common knowl-
edge that for a password a string of
mixed cased words and numbers
and symbols should be used in
order to make the password more
secure and difficult to break. But
this often results in people forget-

BRAIN PRINTS
Future of authentication?
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ting the exact password. When you
don’t remember the password
exactly, a new problem arises – you
cannot log into your account and
after a few tries, the account is
locked down. So, therefore, it has
quite conclusively been proved
over time that passwords cannot
protect us any longer. It is high
time we think of other alternatives.
Then what would be the alterna-
tive?

As soon as the words ‘alterna-
tive for a password’ is heard, a
rather surprising range of options
pops up. Products which use a
form of biometric technology are
among the top in these options.
Existing biometric scanners, how-
ever, uses single factor authentica-
tion and the opinion of experts who
have studied this broadly that sin-
gle factor authentication might not
be secure enough. This is where
‘multi-factor authentication’ comes
in. But the problem with multi-fac-
tor authentication is that it is not
the easiest to develop and certainly
does not qualify as the cheapest in

theory, true must factor authentica-
tion means, the person trying to be
authenticated must become validat-
ed in at least 2 out of the three cat-
egories:  Knowledge – Something
only the user knows (something
like a password).  Possession –
Something only the user can have
(something like a credit card)
Inherence – Something only the
user is (for example like biomet-
rics). But such methods of authen-
tication take a few steps and ideally
multi-factor authentication should
be able to check for multiple fac-
tors in just one single step.

So here comes ‘brain prints’ to
this. A ‘brain print’ is an authenti-
cation method which is the natural-
ly multi-factor and everything is
done in one single step. What a
brain print does is it converts the
activity in your brain to a biometric
identifier. The same way in which
you’re DNA, fingerprint or retina is
unique, the brainwaves generated
by your brain seem to be unique
and can be used as a means of
identifying you. 

Scientists have developed a sys-
tem that can identify people using
their brain waves or `brainprint'
with 100% accuracy, an advance
that may be useful in high-security
applications. Researchers at
Binghamton University in the US
recorded the brain activity of 50
people wearing an electro
encephalogram (EEG) headset
while they looked at a series of 500
images designed specifically to
elicit unique responses from person
to person -for example a slice of
pizza, a boat, or the word “conun-
drum“.

They found that participants'
brains reacted differently to each
image, enough that a computer sys-
tem was able to identify each vol-
unteer's `brainprint' with almost
cent percent accuracy. “When you
take hundreds of these images,
where every person is going to feel
differently about each individual
one, then you can be really accu-
rate in identifying which person it
was who looked at them just by
their brain activity ,“ said assistant

Prof.  Sarah Laszlo,
Binghamton university 
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professor Sarah Laszlo. According
to Laszlo, brain biometrics is
appealing because they are can-
cellable and cannot be stolen by
malicious means the way a finger
or retina can. The results suggest
that brainwaves could be used by
security systems to verify a per-
son's identity.

The latest research has proven
to have devised a method to verify
a person’s identity based on how
their brain responds to certain
acronyms like VCR or FBI. This
research observed the brain signals
of a group of people as they read
out commonly known acronyms
and recorded the brain’s reaction to

those words. Recording of readings
of each person’s brain’s electrical
activity – an electroencephalogram
or better known for the general
public as EEG was taken and
according to the observations
made, the area of the brain respon-
sible for reading and recognizing
words reacted differently to each
acronym where the reaction was
unique to each person. Also, brain
prints did not disappoint the
researchers when it came to long-
term sustainability as the exact
same results were obtained when
the same experiment was conduct-
ed 6 months later under the same
test conditions.

Basically, the way brain prints

work is that whenever you want to
log into your computer system or
your accounts, all you need to do is
to think of the password and the
biometric technology of ‘brain
prints’ will handle the rest. The
researchers say their findings sug-
gest that a person’s unique ‘brain
print’ could be used by security
systems in the future for the pur-
pose of authentication. The brain
print would undoubtedly have a
huge advantage over the currently
prevailing traditional ‘passwords’
and other biometric methods like
retina scans, DNA’s and
thumbprints, all of which can be
stolen. In the case where some-

one’s fingerprint is stolen, that per-
son cannot ‘grow’ a new finger in
place of the compromised finger or
‘reset’ the compromised finger-
print-like we do today when we
think our Facebook accounts have
been compromised.

But according to the research
done on brain prints, unlike finger-
prints, brain prints have the poten-
tial to be modified or reset as the
user wants. So despite the unlikely
event in which an intruder is able
to steal a brain print from an
authorized user, that authorized
user could ‘reset’ their brain print
whenever they want though the
procedure is bitten complex for
now.

Brain prints are also said to be
potent immune to blackmail or the
scenario where a gun is pointed at
your head, as the manner in which
the brain reacts to changes when it
is under stress. Now that’s bad
news for all the guys over there
who plans to steal the bank by
pointing a gun at the bank manag-
er’s head So therefore, unless
someone devises a way to mimic
the unique and identical brain-
waves of an individual, brain prints
are almost immune to every threat.

‘Brain prints’ are future of
authentication? Yes. Research has
indeed proved that brain prints hold
a lot of promise in the area of
authentication. They are, however,
unlikely to be used in low-level
user applications anytime in the
near future. But brain prints being
used instead of passwords in high-
security computer systems would
be a likely possibility, especially in
places with a very high level of
security, where certain access lev-
els are open only for a few author-
ized users. Will brain prints ever
replace passwords for authentica-
tion in our day-to-day access to
email or twitter?  Probably yes. In
this ever growing age of informa-
tion where technological advance-
ments progress at breakneck speed,
passwords may be replaced by
something far more advanced.
Even at this very moment, inci-
dents and personal experiences tell
us the age of passwords is almost
over, but on a global perspective, it
seems mankind has still not real-
ized this. But with ‘brain prints’,
the abandoning of mere ‘pass-
words’ and the dawn of a new age
of a far more secure and advanced
authentication has begun. So be
ready to say goodbye to your old
passwords and be ready to embrace
the novel concept of brain print. 
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Fatherless pregnancies happen
in nature more than we

thought, say reproductive biolo-
gists. The females of several large
and complex animals, such as
lizards and snakes can reproduce
without males, a process called
parthenogenesis – and now we’re
realising it happens in the wild
more often than we thought. So
what’s stopping human beings
from doing the same? How it is
going to become a reality very
soon.

In the wild, most females that
resort to parthenogenesis do so
only when it is strictly necessary –
typically when they have become
isolated from any males. Should
several female komodo dragons
wash up on a virgin island, they’ll
be able produce males and kick

start a brand new colony.
Likewise, parthenogenesis in
sharks came to light after several
incidents in which lone females
kept in aquariums inexplicably
pregnant. But these are testing
times for the animals. “Most large
animals do not reproduce asexual-
ly, because evolutionarily it is not
in their interest to do so,” says Dr
Allan Pacey, a reproductive biolo-
gist at the University of Sheffield.
They lose the genetic diversity that
keeps a population healthy, he
explains. So, if Human beings are
serious about giving up on sexual
reproduction this hurdle has to be
overcome. Henry Greely, a profes-
sor of law and genetics at Stanford
University, arguing that the End of
Sex and the Future of Human
Reproduction in which he claims
that within “twenty, maybe forty,
years most people in developed

countries will stop having sex for
the purpose of reproduction”.  He
has written ditching the old-fash-
ioned method of copulation; cou-
ples would rely on scientific
techniques to create new life.
“When a couple wants a baby, he'll
provide sperm and she'll provide a
punch of skin.”

How is this all possible?
Accepting this challenge scientist
is coming up with solutions. After
ways to have sex without repro-
duction, now methods of reproduc-
tion without sex in offing. In an
article in the UK's "traditional val-
ues" tabloid, the Daily Mail, titled
‘A Terrifying future for female fer-
tility’ Professor Carl Djerassi who
invented the birth control Pill. 

said, "There are an enormous
number of well-educated, profi-
cient women who, when facing the
biological clock, first pay attention

End of sex for
reproduction is coming
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to their professional ambitions...in
the next 20 years, more young
people will freeze their eggs and
[sperm] in their 20s, and bank
them for later use. They will do
away with the need for contracep-
tion by being sterilised, and with-
draw their eggs and sperm from
the bank when they are ready to
have a child via IVF."

That is certainly one option as
we develop greater capabilities to
store eggs more reliably and safely
so that they are not damaged by
the freezing/thawing process
meant to preserve them. But in the
next 20 years, there could be other
developments on their way to the
clinic. For example,  also to pre-
vent damage  freezing strips of
ovarian tissue instead of eggs, or
tapping into recently identified
reserves of ovarian stem cells that
could be turned into a fresh supply
of eggs for a woman, at any age;
or even creating to order eggs (or
sperm) from skin or bone marrow
stem cells of men and women.
Early experiments with mice have
shown that both sperm and eggs
can be generated from the stem
cells of males, and eggs from that

of females, and that they can be
fertilized to produce viable
young.Prof.Djerassi described the
idea of being able to access
healthy eggs later in life as some-
thing set to be a fundamental tool
of family planning, and one that
will empower women just as the
pill has. He talked of female col-
leagues on tough career paths just
at the time in their life when they
are most fertile, and then on into
the years leading into sterility. It's
no coincidence in the decade of
our life when we are most biologi-
cally capable of reproducing, men
and women are also working full
steam on their studies or on build-
ing their careers. In our 30s, fertil-
ity declines - after 35,
exponentially so and specifically
for women. Around age 50, while
the rest of our faculties continue
functioning beautifully, the ability
to reproduce comes to an abrupt
stop. 

There have recently been a
spate of reports and discussions
about equality the dearth of
women in science, on the boards
of top companies and of the pay
gap that has yet to be bridged, but

it is not clear that those taking part
in this discussion fully appreciate
that in pursuing in parallel the ful-
filling goals of education, work
and having a family, we are limited
by both social and biological bar-
riers. In achieving the hoped-for
40% of leadership positions being
held by women in executive bod-
ies, for example, legislate interven-
tions like free or cheap childcare in
all workplaces. However, only
technology can tackle the biologi-
cal brick wall of menopause, with
all its detrimental effects on a
woman's health, and especially at a
time when she is likely to live
another 50 years in this condition. 

In the quest for reproduction,
only technology can give same-sex
couples the chance of having their
own genetic children. If eggs can
be made from the stem cells of
men, with the advent of an artifi-
cial womb (already in use for
sharks, in development with mam-
mals and projected to be in use for
humans within 100 years), it will
also give them an organ they cur-
rently have to pay surrogate moth-
ers for the use of. So the
technology that gives an individual
the capability to generate healthy
eggs and sperm from his/her own
body and allows a baby to be ges-
tated independently could offer us
a more ethical option than what we
do today. In our world, girls study
just as hard as boys but face far
more difficult choices once in the
workplace. 

With these developments sci-
ence writers and commentators are
even suggesting that sex might
become a niche or exclusive activ-
ity, or might even become stigma-
tised. If that turns out to be true,
then let's hope that, like many
things outmoded which become
trendy again, sex might make a
nostalgic return.
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Once a top heroin always only heroin.  Like all
Indian heroes most all successful film heroines

stick to this and refuse any other role other than the
pairing to lead role of the film. Few veterans like Anjali
Devi and Shanta kumari of first generation and
Ramyakrishna, Jayasudha. Nadia of 2nd generation are
exception.  They are playing roles of mother and mother
in laws roles to young heroes. Now another 2nd gener-
ation Bollywood heroin, The Rajyasabha member Hema
Malini is also fallowing them. Reports of Indian cine-
ma's `Dream Girl' making a comeback in Tollywood
after 35 years have been around, the news that she will
be playing Balakrishna's mother in Gautamiputra
Satakarni, is created sensation. It is reported that the
hero of that film N. Balakrishna has confirmed the
news. Story in a film website quoted him saying “Yes,
Hema Malini will be playing the role of Gautami
Balashri, Satakarni's mother in the film. “ He added that
she will sign on the dotted line soon. Gautamiputra
Satakarni, to be directed by Krish  is the landmark 100th
film for Balakrishna, son of legendary South Indian film
star N.T. Rama Rao known playing  historical and
mythological films.  And so, the cast for the movie is
something of a big deal. About the speculation that the
team is also looking for a leading actress from
Bollywood to play Satakarni's wife, Vasishti, Balayya
says, “We are still deliberating over who to cast. An
official announcement will be made soon. “Much before
she started ruling Bollywood film goer’s hearts Hema
Malini appeared in a Telugu film, Pandava Vanavasam
in mid 1960s. After that went on to make her a super
star in Hindi film field and earn much deserving title
‘Dream Girl.  Will she be a Dream Mother now?

Hema Malini to play
mother to Balayya

It looks Andhra Pradesh tourism has addingnew attraction at national level. As the state
government has been making all efforts to
make more travellers visit the vibrant destina-
tion. Bollywood actor Ajay Devgan and his
actress wife Kajol have been roped in as the
new brand ambassadors of A. P. Tourism. This
development has taken place Days after the
tourism board expressed its interest to pro-
mote the offbeat places in the state.

The decision was taken after actor Ajay
Devgan met Chief Minister N Chandrababu
Naidu at Vijayawada recently. In his meeting,
the actor expressed keen interest in the devel-
opment of new state capital Amravati and its
tourist attractions. Apart from this, actor
Bollywood star has also expressed his interest
in setting up an entertainment and media city
in Amravati. He also gave on the proposed
project, along with his team. With the motive
of developing the state capital as one of the
best cities in the world. According to a state-
ment released by the chief minister's office,
Chandrababu assured Ajay of all assistance
from the government for the proposed enter-
tainment and media city. The celebrity couple
were prepared to take up the role of brand
ambassadors for the tourism of Amravati and
the rest of the state. Chandrababu also hoped
that their contribution will play a key role in
promoting the state's tourism sector. 

Ajay & Kajol to
promote AP Tourism
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Telugu film hero, MLA representing Hindupur
assembly seat in Andhra Pradesh Nandamuri

Balakrishna is coming up as Gauthamiputra
Satakarni. Gouthamiputhra Shathakarni is a presti-
gious project to Balakrishna as his 100th film which
was officially announced 8 April 2016, on eve of
Ugadi at Andhra Pradesh State Upcoming Capital
Amaravati. This veteran Tollywood star’s 100th film’s
Movie opening event held at Hyderabad on 22nd
April at Hyderabad. This historical film produced by
Saibabu Jagarlamudi & Y. Rajeev Reddy on First
Frame Entertainment banner and directed by Krish.
Gouthamiputra Shathakarni staring by Balakrishna,
Nayanathara, Nithyamenon. Music by Devisri Prasad
Gauthamiputra Satakarni film is based on the life of
the Andhra ruler who is said to have ruled over twenty
years, vast parts of southern India mainly the Deccan
plateau.

Telangana Chief Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao,
actor-turned-politician and former Union Minister
Chiranjeevi, top Telugu hero Venkatesh and a host of
prominent personalities from the world of film and
politics attended the ‘Muhurtham’ event of the film
here. KCR speaking at muhurtham event hailed the
decision of Balakrishna to be part of the film on
Gautamiputra Satakarni.  Gautamiputra Satakarni was
a great personality who initiated a new era (known as
Satavahana Saka to celebrate his victory), Telangana
CM said.

Balayya as
Gauthamiputra
Satakarni
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You may think this title looks like simple
play of words. But no, it is not playing
with words. Believe me it is practical

issue for most of us. This Stops us from real-
izing our dreams. Keeps us from progress-
ing in all areas of life. Don't believe? I will
explain it, with examples.

Janakivallabh, a middle aged profes-
sional working for a corporate company.
His teenage dream is to be an entrepre-
neur and establish company of his own.
With that goal in mind he did MBA.
Prepared plans to start a manufacturing
unit. But he never approached banks for
loan or asked his father for share in the
ancestral property using which he can
arrange finance for his unit. After think-
ing about business plans for over a year he
simply opted for an executive job in a big
Indian corporate and remained there for

more than 25 years. After coming close to
retirement now he regrets about not starting

business soon after MBA.
Take case of Ramya, a qualified architect in her

late thirties. Married to a bank officer and have two
beautiful high school going kids. Though financially
well placed she always suffers with deep sense of dis-
satisfaction. Upon long conversation with her and per-
sistent inquiry what comes out is: She wanted to have
professional practice. Establish her own firm. She knows
it does not involve huge money and she can easily get
bank loan with the help of her husband. But she is yet to
even asking for help in last fifteen years of married life.

What stops them from making their reality? You may
conclude they are not able to decide. But it is only half cor-
rect. Because they have decided on one thing: not taking
final decision. I may event venture to say that they're not
actually interested in making a final decision. Yes. By
avoiding the responsibility of taking the final decision they
continued with routine life (comfort zone). But deep in their
mind they resent being indecisive and feel sad being so.

DO WE DECIDE
TO BE INDECISIVE?
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Why many of us are like this?
Can we get out of this dilemma and
move ahead by? 

Taking decisions, as almost all
want RIGHT decisions? Yes it is
possible with little understanding
of dynamics of human mind and by
putting some effort in correcting
the way thinks & act in taking deci-
sions.

We all suffer from indecision at
times. If we are not careful, this
can become an unbearable problem
which feeds on itself. Indecision is
often related to

Lack of self-confidence and a
tendency to worry too much about
potential problems. To overcome

indecision we need to have the
faith to follow our intuition, bear-
ing in mind that sometimes it is no
what we do, but rather how we do
things that is important.

Right decision: Sometimes we
feel that it is of vital importance to
choose the right course of action.
We feel that one choice must be the
'right' one and the other option
'wrong'. However, this is often a
mistake. What is important is how
we make use of our choices. If we
are constantly worrying about our
decision, then we will not be able
to enjoy life even if we choose the
so called 'right action'. 

As told you about
Janakivallabh, who regrets a choice
he made at age 23 (not starting
company of his own). He blames
this for unhappiness in is life 25
years later. This is a mistake as the
choice is much less important than
he thinks; life is what we make of
it and is not just about making the
'right

Choices'. Don't worry about
making the perfect choice. Just
retain the best attitude to wherever
life might take you.

Generate Self Confidence:
Indecision often occurs because

we lack self-confidence and doubt
our abilities. Let's say we would
like to Shift to a new job with high-
er designation, but we fear whether
we are good enough. The internal
debate Becomes about whether we
should risk taking the trial. In this
case, we should not be worrying
about our potential limitations.
Instead, we should follow our
instinct we have much less to lose
than our mind would admit. If we
ignore our misplaced anxieties, it
will be easier to follow new choic-

es, without worrying about whether
it is worth taking the step.

Make decision as yours:
What others expect you to do is

none of your business. The concern
about what others may think of our
decisions should not worry us. We
all face choices where our instinct
is to go one way, but then we
worry about w hat people will
think of our decision. We can take
the advice of other people, but, if
we really feel one course of action
is the right choice, that is what we
should do. Don't give too much
importance to the opinions of soci-
ety; it is your life, not theirs.

Speak to your well-wisher:
Sometimes the indecision can

go round our mind in circles, creat-
ing a downward spiral of indeci-
sion. When this occurs it is good to
discuss the problem with our well-
wisher or a trusty friend who can
take an impartial – objective view

of the issue. We should not ask
him/her to choose for us. But, talk-
ing about the issue will help to
clarify the problem and get a better
perspective; once we have done
this it will be easier to make a
choice of our own.

Set Priorities:
Whatever is our age at present.

When we look at it with lager per-
spective life is short. There are
always things that we won't have
time to do. We can't do everything
nor should we try. What is impor-
tant is to have a clear idea of our
priorities – family, relationships,
our inner life, and traveling o r
whatever. When we are faced with
decisions, we can quickly refer to
our priorities. Maybe your boss
wants you to work overtime – the
extra money would be nice, but, if
you are clear about prioritizing
your family life then it will be
much easier to

immediately say no. It is not
possible to have the best of all
worlds. We cannot expect to dedi-
cate everything to our career and
also spend quality time with our
family, friends and relatives. No
action no response: Many a times
we become indecisive because our
mind is worrying over all the
potential problems. An indecisive
mind will always pick up on draw-
backs of decisions. Rather than
looking at the problems we should
consider the opportunities.
Focusing on the potential of the sit-
uation will help make us more
decisive; when an opportunity
comes all go for it. One trainer of
repute has put it in right words
when he said: You cannot stand
still and climb a mountain at the
same time. So once we shun inde-
cisiveness we can never be on
stand still.

-Rammohan Apparasu,
Locallifecoach@gmail.com,
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Weight conscious? 
Weigh – up these foods!

The News NeTwork

Awareness about negative consciences of obesity
is increasing in our country. Newspaper and

magazine articles suggest them as ‘best ways’.
Weight loss enthusiasts fallow them with little or no
lasting results. Than search continues as they find
most of those suggestions are proved waste time and
are unproven methods. Recent research about, foods
previously forbidden for people who want to reduce
body weight has totally cleared ‘notions’ about foods
which contain high proteins, carbohydrates.
Researchers from the Purdue University in US, con-
ducted a systematic review of the evidence on the

effect of protein intake. Protein-rich meals may help
dieters shed extra kilos by making them feel fuller,
according to researchers, including Jaapna Dhillon
of Indian-origin. Science has shown some eating
certain right foods and regular exercise the way to
lose weight, really best method. Now question arises
is what right foods are? As we have lot of miscon-
ceptions about various foods finding right sounds
different to different people. To make it easy let us
look at some of these right foods, which is common-
ly least expected as fast burners/weight reducers.
Nutrient labels can sometimes be misleading. Take
the case of these 8 such foods that will aid you in
your weight loss efforts.

BOILED POTATOES
Potatoes are found to be ideal for weight

loss.  They have many properties that make
them a good food to have for optimal health
and weight loss. Potatoes contain a little bit
of most of the macro and micro nutrients
we need.

The best way to consume potatoes is to
boil it. Let them cool for a while, as they
then turn into a fibre-like substance. It was
found that boiled potatoes got the highest
rating among all other foods tested on the
satiety index (an index which measures the
filling-ness of a food). This makes potatoes
ideal for weight loss as they will definitely
keep you feeling full!

ALMONDS
Many people avoid nuts

like almonds when they
want to lose weight, think-
ing they are too high in
calories. But nuts are little
powerhouses of nutrition
and getting a good variety
of vitamins, minerals and
other nutrients into your diet is
precisely what is needed to help
diminish the carbohydrate cravings that lead to tiredness
and weight gain.

Most nuts are also rich in healthy fats that provide high
levels of satiety, that feeling of fullness that eliminates
hunger and will keep you satisfied with what you’ve eaten
for much longer than a grain-based ‘low-fat’ snack.
Additionally, slow digesting nuts provide a much more sus-
tained type of energy than the rush and fall of simple car-
bohydrate based energy. Number of studies has revealed
that eating almonds as a snack help one to consume lesser
amounts of food during mealtimes. The key is to eat a hand-
ful of almonds at a time, equivalent to 14 grams (or no
more than 22 almonds).
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COCONUT
Coconut for weight loss is

the best fat to choose, due to
the plethora of healthy medi-
um chain saturated fatty acids
(MCTs) that boost metabo-
lism for immediate energy. As
a bonus, the MCTs in coconut
oil don’t end up as stored body
fat like longer chain fatty acids some-
times can. This means metabolic rate and
overall energy consumption which enables a person
to lose weight more easily. People who consume high
amounts of coconut and coconut oil in their diets

have significantly fewer
chances of heart disease and
obesity clearly disproving any
agenda driven smear cam-
paign against this marvellous-
ly healthy oil! The fruit also
has enzymes that increase the
metabolism of the liver. The
liver is then able to regulate
sugar more efficiently, pre-

venting increase in blood sugar levels which
is associated with obesity. Coconut fruit contains oil
that has a thermogenic effect, which means it has the
ability to raise body temperature. 

CHILI PEPPER
Chili peppers contain cap-

saicin, an ingredient that some
studies have shown to be linked
to reduced appetite and
improved fat burning. In fact
capsaicin is used in many
weight-loss supplements. Several studies have been
conducted to figure out how and why peppers can
lead to weight loss. The findings have pinpointed
capsaicin, the ingredient responsible for making pep-
pers hot, as the reason why they have a fat burning
ability. This potent ingredient triggers the pain recep-
tors in your mouth to become activated. Therefore,
after you consume a spicy dish, your pain receptors

send a message to your brain
that relief is needed and quick-
ly! Your brain responds to this
cry for help by speeding up
your metabolism and heart rate,
in order for your body to sweat
and cool off (which explains
why you sweat sometimes after

ingesting spicy food).
As a result, your body experiences an increased

calorie burn and engages in a fight against fat.
Basically, your body has a similar experience as it
does during a workout. According to a study, for peo-
ple who do not normally eat red chili pepper and sub-
sequently consume 1 gram of it, they experienced a
reduction in appetite and an increase in fat burning. 

CHIA (SABJA) SEEDS 
According to health experts, sabja

seeds can help us shed off excess body
fat significantly, if included in a weight
loss diet. Basically, sabja seeds expand
as much as 30 times their actual vol-
ume or size, when soaked in water. It
makes the texture of the seeds gelati-
nous and turns the drink into a filling
one (with least calorie consumption). In
short, the high fibre content of these
seeds can keep us full for a longer time
and curb our appetite dramatically.

They offer 12g of carbohydrates per ounce which
is regarded as moderately high. However, what the
nutrient label may not tell you is that 11 of those 12g
of carbs are fibre. That is why chia seeds are among

the best sources of fibre and a great
option for someone wanting to lose
weight naturally.

Chia seeds help control appetite,
which is how they promote weight
loss. Thanks to its high fibre content,
chia seeds have the capacity to absorb
10 times their weight in water. As a
result, they turn into a gel-like sub-
stance in the stomach and promote a
feeling of fullness. Try this yourself!
Sweet basil seeds aids in weight loss,

whenever you consume sabja seeds it keeps full.
Don’t feel hunger at all for a long time, as the sabja
seeds are full of fibre. If you are looking for foods to
include in your weight loss plan, sabja seeds will be
a great addition.
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In the past few decades, meat
has been given a bad name without
good reason. Many health prob-
lems have been linked to it, even
in the absence of any reliable evi-
dence. Processed meat as we know
now of course is not good for
health, but that holds true for other
processed foods too. On the other
hand, unprocessed red meat, con-

trary to what many believe, is not
linked to any increased risk of dia-
betes or heart disease. Another
health problem commonly linked
to red meat is cancer. However,
studies show that there is absolute-
ly no correlation between red meat
consumption and cancer in
women, and an extremely low cor-
relation between the two in men to

make the findings noteworthy. The
fact of the matter is that meat is a
good weight-loss food because of
its high protein content. No other
nutrient is as filling as protein and
that explains why studies report
that consuming a diet rich in pro-
tein can help you burn as many as
80-100 calories more on a daily
basis.

WATERMELON
Do you remember how much you enjoyed eating

watermelon as a child?  Even now you can still love
to eat it every summer. There is another benefit from
it, if you are looking for an inexpensive way to help
your family lose weight and get healthier; all you

have to do is eat more watermelon, cut out fats and
exercise. You will begin to see the results after the
first day! The only thing you have to know, and the
secret that they are not telling you is that the majority
of calories are located in the fat content of food, and
that when you learn to replace fat with fibre, the
weight comes off naturally. It’s really that easy! The
Watermelon Diet will clean out your system, clearing
your body of toxins that cause disease. These toxins
build up in your body in the form of fat cells, after
years of putting these harmful pollutants into your
body.

Watermelon helps reduce fluid retention, consti-
pation, skin disorders and promotes weight loss. The
fruit is also high in water content to make you feel
full while it is naturally low in calories. Consuming
water melon at least once per day lowers fat accumu-
lation, increases absorption of healthy lipids and
reduces the occurrence of muscle soreness.

EGGS
Losing weight can be as simple

as changing your breakfast.
Research has shown that eat-
ing eggs for breakfast can
help fight weight gain all
day long. In a study pub-
lished by the International
Journal of Obesity
researchers found that
dieters who consumed two
eggs for breakfast five days out
of the week lost 65 percent more
weight than dieters who consumed a
bagel in the morning. A separate study by
the National Centre for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) in US yielded the same results: Participants

who consumed eggs in the morning ended
up eating fewer calories at lunch and
dinner. In fact, the decreased calorie
consumption lasted for the next 36
hours.

Eggs are a rich source of pro-
tein, an important nutrient for
you if you want to lose weight.
The reasons are two-fold. One,
protein prevents spikes in blood
sugar levels. Sharp rise and then

fall in blood sugar levels lead to
food cravings for calorie-rich foods.

So, in effect protein helps reduce food
cravings. Two, gram for gram, protein keeps you

full for more time than carbohydrates
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There is good news for tens of
thousands of patients with kid-

ney failure waiting for a compati-
ble donor a major breakthrough in
kidney transplant reported. Organ
transplant doctors can alter
patients' immune system to allow
them to accept organs from even
incompatible donors. Now, in a
revolutionary study researchers
have successfully achieved this
miraculous medical feat. With this
the anguishing wait for a new kid-
ney, tens of thousands of patients
on waiting lists may end. As of
now they not able to find a match
because their immune systems will
reject almost any transplanted
organ altered patients' immune sys-
tem to allow them to accept kid-
neys from an incompatible donor.
Significantly, more of those
patients were still alive after eight
years than patients who had
remained on waiting lists or
received a kidney transplanted
from a deceased donor.

The new method, known as
desensitisation, has the potential to
save many lives says Dr Jeffery
Berns, a kidney specialist and the
president of the National Kidney
Foundation, adding that the proce-
dure could mean the difference
between receiving a transplant and

spending the rest of life on dialy-
sis. The research was conducted at
22 medical centres, projected to
help about 32,000 individuals in
the United States.

In this new study published in
The New England Journal of
Journal of Medicine recently, doc-
tors successfully altered patients’
immune systems to allow them to
accept kidneys from incompatible
donors. Significantly more of those
patients were still alive after eight
years than patients who had
remained on waiting lists or
received a kidney transplanted
from a deceased donor. That
process can be successful, said Dr.
Krista L. Lentine, the medical
director of the living donation pro-
gram at the Saint Louis Centre for
Transplantation, but patients often
still cannot find a compatible
organ because they have antibodies

that would reject almost every kid-
ney. In those cases, “desensitiza-
tion may be the only realistic
option for receiving a transplant,”
said Dr. Lentine, who was not
involved with the study.

Kidney transplantation is
implanting a kidney from one per-
son (donor) into the patients
(recipients) body, through a major
surgery. After transplant, no dialy-
sis treatment is 

required. The patient feels bet-
ter and has more energy to enjoy
life. Many restrictions which were
imposed during dialysis are with-
drawn. The transplanted kidneys
can come from a donor, living or
dead (cadaveric donor). Amongst
the living donors, the donor 

Can be related to the patient or
can be unrelated. In most of the
cases the old diseased kidneys are
not removed from the body of the
recipient. The new kidney is trans-
planted in an area which is med-
ically known as the iliac fossa,
which is at the waist on the right
side. The new kidney is attached to
the vein and artery in this area and
the ureter is Attached to the uri-
nary bladder of the recipient.

It is estimated that about
150,000 people in India are wait-
ing for a kidney transplant; howev-
er, only 3000 of them find a donor
for the transplant. Which means

Kidney,
now from
any donor
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only 1 out of 30 people who need
a kidney receives one. 90% of peo-
ple in the waiting list and often
lose their life without getting an
organ. Many of them have anti-
bodies that will attack a transplant-
ed organ, and about 20% are so
sensitive that finding a compatible
organ is all but impossible. An
unknown number of people with
kidney failure simply give up on
the waiting lists and resign them to
dialysis, a difficult and draining
procedure that can pretty much
take over a person's life.

Desensitisation involves first
filtering the antibodies out of a
patient's blood. The patient is then
given an infusion of other antibod-
ies to provide some protection
while the immune system regener-
ates its own antibodies. For some
reason -exactly why is not known -
the person's regenerated antibodies
are less likely to attack the new
organ, said Dr Dorry Segev, the
lead author of the study. But if the
per son's regenerated natural anti-
bodies are still a concern, the
patient is treated with drugs that
destroy any white blood cells that
might make antibodies that would
attack the new kidney. “We used to
say if you had a compatible donor,

you could do a transplant. Now
you can say, if you have an incom-
patible donor, we still can make
that transplant happen, “says Dr.
Segev.

The desensitization procedure
takes time -for some patients as
long as two weeks -and is per-
formed before the transplant oper-
ation, so patients must have a
living donor. Clint Smith, a 56-
year-old lawyer in New Orleans is
one of the first patients who went
through desensitization. He had
progressive kidney disease and in
2004 they stopped functioning. His

sister-in-law donated a kidney to
him, but after six and a half years,
it failed. He went on dialysis, it
was keeping him alive, but it was
not a life. Then a nurse suggested
that he ask Johns Hopkins about its
desensitisation study and he quali-
fied for the study. But he needed a
donor and it came in the form of
his wife's friend's husband. That
was four years ago, and Smith's
new kidney is functioning and he is
back to his normal active life. 

Though new method is a boon
to patients the process is expensive,
costing Rs.18-20 lakh in Indian
currency. And uses drugs not
approved for this purpose. The
transplant costs about Rs.65 lakh.
But kidney specialists argue that
desensitisation is cheaper in the
long run than dialysis, which costs
Rs.45 lakh a year for life. The
desensitization process might be
suitable for living-donor transplants
of livers and lungs too, researchers
expressed confidence. As many
new developments are taking place
in the area of organ transplantation.
Possibilities in the future include
the emergence of new therapies
that will remove the need for tak-
ing immunosuppressive drugs. 

who CAN DoNATe A kiDNey? 
One kidney can be donated because life can be sustained on one

kidney. The donor can live a normal life even with one Kidney.
Healthy adults fulfilling the fallowing criteria can donate a kid-

ney.
1. Aged between of 18 to 55 years. 2. Who do not have kidney

related illness. 3. Who do not have diabetes, high blood pressure, car-
diac problems. 4. Who do not have hereditary kidney problems.

who CAN reCeiVe A kiDNey?
People Below 60 years of age, fulfilling the following criteria can

receive a kidney from a donor.
1. No cancer or history of cancer; 2. No Hepatitis; 3. No cardiac

disease; 4. No active auto -immune disease (SLE); 5. No untreated
urinary reflux or bladder problems; 6. No mental illness; 7. No infec-
tions.
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Dipa Karmakar has created his-
tory. This 22-year-old girl

from Tripura state has begun to
create history by becoming the
first Indian woman gymnast to
secure an Olympic Games berth.
Dipa is also the first Indian gym-
nast to qualify for the world's
biggest sporting extravaganza after
52 years. Six Indian male gym-
nasts had last taken part in the
1964 Olympic Games in Tokyo.
There was no qualification system
in place at that time.

Dipa logged 52.698 points in

the final artistic gymnastics qualify-
ing event to secure her spot in a
qualifying event at Rio de Janeiro
she was ranked No. 79 among the
individual qualifiers. With this Dipa
was able to secure Rio Olympics
2016 games berth. Speaking to
media her father Dulal said “She
has sacrificed a lot in the past three
years. Her dedication and hard
work have yielded dividends,” As
small girl Dipa interest in sports
was limited to a few outdoor games
in her locality in Abhoynagar, on
the outskirts of Agartala. It Dulal, a
weightlifting coach in Agartala
Tripura insisted his daughter to take
up gymnastics at the age of six. 

Initially Dipa was scared of
falling down and hurting herself
but her father convinced her to
persevere in the sport. She had to
train extra hard because she had
flat feet as a kid. With rigorous
practising gymnastics she slowly
changes that.  That decision turned
out to be a life-changer for present
star of Indian sports. Dipa not only
bagged the honour of being the
first Indian woman gymnast to
enter Olympics but with her mav-
erick achievement she emerged as
one of the 5 women from the
world who can perform the most
dangerous Gymnastic stunt:
Produnova vault. She is coached

Dipa Karmakar:
First Indian

female gymnast
for the Olympics

As small girl Dipa interest in sports was limited to a
few outdoor games in her locality in Abhoynagar, on

the outskirts of Agartala. It Dulal, a weightlifting
coach in Agartala Tripura insisted his daughter to

take up gymnastics at the age of six. Initially Dipa was
scared of falling down and hurting herself but her

father convinced her to persevere in the sport. 
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by Sports Authority of
India (SAI) coach
Bisweswar Nandi at
the NSRCC Under the
guidance Nandi and
her father she never
lost focus and deter-
mination in the face
of adversity. Club in
her hometown. She
placed seventh on
vault at the 2010
Doha World Cup in
Qatar and the 2010
Commonwealth
Games in Delhi; and
eighth on vault at the
2010 Ghent World
Cup in Belgium and
the 2010 Asian
Games in Guangzhou,
China. In 2011,
Karmakar was 11th
on vault at the Ghent
World Challenge Cup.

Hailing from a
humble background in
Tripura, Dipa was
born Aug. 9, 1993, in
Agartala.  Dipa has
soared to new heights;
her never-dying spirit,
diligence, and dedication towards
the sports make her an iconic fig-
ure in Indian sports. In 2014, Dipa
had become the first Indian
woman gymnast to win a
Commonwealth Games gymnas-
tics medal, when she got a bronze
at the vault event in Glasgow in
2014. She was also the first Indian
woman gymnast to compete in the
finals of the World Championships
in Nov. 2015. 

Behind Dipa's achievement,
there is a story of guts, hard work,
and determination. She is one of
the few female gymnasts to regu-
larly land the Produnova, one of
the most dangerous vaults in the
gymnastic world. She has also

logged the highest score on a
Produnova in the world. While
artistic gymnastics looks beautiful
and graceful, the Produnova
demonstrates how it requires con-
siderable strength and courage.
The risky manoeuvre involves run-
ning towards the spring, a jump by
blocking the hand, swinging the
legs into two somersaults during
flight, and finally, a difficult land-
ing that can break the neck and
cause spinal injuries if it is unbal-
anced. An Arjuna Awardee, Dipa
might have bagged five gold
medals for Tripura each in the past
two National Games, in Ranchi in
2011 and Thiruvananthapuram in
2015, but she had returned empty-

handed from the
Guwahati Games in
2007. She was so dis-
appointed with her
performance that she
left for Agartala
straightway without
even meeting her
father, who was also
in Guwahati as a SAI
coach then. She com-
peted in her first
competition without
shoes and a borrowed
oversized outfit. The
first sign of a natural
talent was evident
when she won the
2002 Jr Nationals at
14 years. Since 2007,
Dipa has won 77
medals including 67
gold, in state, nation-
al and international
meets.  Presently
employed as a physi-
cal inspector at the
directorate of youth
affairs in Agartala,
dipa is perusing final
year degree student at
Women's College in

Agartala. Dipa may stand just 5
feet tall, but the growing list of her
achievements has forced one and
all to sit up and take notice.

She is the first Indian gymnast
from the north-eastern state of
Tripura, one of the few regions in
India where the sport has an avid
following. The daughter of a
weightlifting coach, 

In cricket-mad India, gymnas-
tics still has a low profile. After her
Commonwealth Games win, crick-
eting legend Sachin Tendulkar
famously lauded Dipa achievement
in a speech. With her Olympics
qualification, Dipa Karmakar has
shown that she is a trailblazer in
more ways than one.
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Close your eyes…and watch your breath at
the tip of the nostrils. Count the number

of times you breathe in a minute (one inhala-
tion and exhalation makes one count). What
was your breath count? Check the table (next
page) to know what it says about your health.

Our breath is a direct indicator of our state
of health, and of how well and long we will go
on in this body. Consider this. A dog breathes
very fast. A turtle, on the other hand, breathes
once or twice in a minute. A dog lives for 14-
15 years while a turtle goes on 100-150
years...More is not always good. Breath should
be optimum.

In the act of breathing, a lot of energy is
produced by the cells. Vedas say and modern
science agrees that every action has an equal
and opposite reaction. The opposite of energy
in this case being generation of toxins in the
body. These toxins are termed as ‘ama’ in
Sanskrit. They gradually corrode the cells
leading to their wear and tear. Greying hair,
wrinkles, shrivelled up skin, fatigue, loss of
strength and vigour, dullness of complexion,
weak bones and muscles, dulling of senses -
these are all products of action of ‘ama’ on the
cells of the body. 

You might be surprised to know that the
secret to recent World Cup victory of Germans
also has its root in the practice of optimal
breathing as prescribed in Sanatan Kriya, to
minimise the wear and tear of the body and
enhance efficiency. 

The German team has a special monitors
on their cleats that monitor their heart rate dur-
ing practice and as the heart rate goes above a
maximum, the player is put off the practice
and is given a lighter schedule, hence optimis-
ing the efficiency. Thus with the simple act of

right breathing one can achieve an alert mind
and gradually the body reaches peak efficiency
and is fit enough to even win the football
world cup! Beauty, glow and well-toned body
are added benefits.

Indian history boasts of men with godly
bodies, superhuman brains, shining mane and
the strength of a thousand elephants, men who
went on in a disease free and glowing body for
centuries and yugas, breathing young till the
very last. These are not myths or fables, such
bodies existed and can be attained even in the
present times if one follows the principles as
laid down by the rishis of yore. I had the for-
tune of interacting with one such babaji few
years back. 

He lives in the Himalayas, and lives in the
scantiest of clothes, with little or no food, in
sub-zero temperatures. When I met him, he
must have been 45-50 (could be more) but the
strength of his body and energy he exuded
could not be matched even by the fittest of fit
20-year olds. My friend, at that time at the
prime of his youth, drove him down the mean-
dering and arduous mountain roads for two
consecutive days, he neither ate nor used the
toilet or slept even once, sitting absolutely
alert. At the end of the second day, my friend
was so drained that he banged the car into the
tree, the babaji just laughed, not the slightest
hint of a frown or worry line on his face. It is
such interactions that led me to probe into the
secrets of the ancient Indian masters.

Sanatan Kriya practitioners at Dhyan
Foundation are living testimony to the power
and efficacy of vedic sciences. The experi-
ences of practitioners range from getting the
body shape that they desired in a matter of
weeks, recovering from life-threatening and

SECRETS TO
ANTI-AGEING

■ yogi AshwiNi
Founder, Dhyan Foundation
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chronic diseases, manifestation of
thought and desires and interac-
tions with the subtler energies and
manifestation of their physical
form. The ones who stammered
deliver lectures in a crowd of thou-
sands, the ones whom you would
not give a second glance make
heads turn at every gathering, the
ones who could not afford a two-
wheeler are among the top-busi-
ness tycoons of the country and so
on. All these are well-documented
with testimonials and authorities.

While world over there is a
shift towards ancient indian con-
cepts and practices, we as a country
have taken to the ill-conceived and
myopic diet, beauty and exercise
fads that the modern beauty indus-
try churns out every few months
only to be rejected and replaced
with something new the next time.
I detail here some of the secrets of
anti-ageing as given by the vedic
masters and and tried and tested
with cent percent results by thou-
sands at Dhyan Foundation.

Ageing in the body is a function
of loss of sukra, which may be
understood as the seminal fluid.
When conserved this sukra trans-
forms into ojas and eventually
tejas, which is the glow that one
sees around saints and yogis. When
lost, there is an instant drain in the
body leading to weakening of
bones and muscles, deteriorating
skin and hair, dulling of senses and
increased susceptibility to diseases.
While the causes for loss of sukra
are myriad, the four major ones, as
observed in my twenty years of
research and experimentation, are -
excessive physical labour,
overindulgence in sexual activity,
anger and emotional congestion. 

Our ancients had mastered the
body and science of being, and
included certain nourishing foods
in their diet that would instantly

rejuvenate the body in case of a
loss. Of the eight branches of
ayurveda, rasayanatantra is aimed
at nourishment of dhatus of the
body which ultimately results in
building up and conserving ojas. To
quote an example, Chyawanprash
is a rejuvenator par excellence. It
takes about forty five herbs and
spices, cow-ghee, sesame oil, and a
good amount of saffron, sandal-
wood, and pure honey to make
chyawanprash by traditional
method following the authentic
recipe. Chyawanprash is best made

at home or one can buy it from an
ashram where it is not produced
commercially. Buying from market
is not advisable as cost cutting and
tight pricing rob it of its main
inputs. Rasayanatantra, however, is
beneficial only if the body is free
of ailments. 

SanatanKriya is an age-old tool
from PatanjaliAshtangYog, to
induce a balance in all spheres of
existence – physical, financial,
mental and emotional. I detail here
the practice of Ujjai breath from
the SanatanKriya, for a basic expe-
rience of the power of the science.
Sit in vajrasan. Close your eyes and
watch the breath. As you inhale, let
the stomach expand and let it con-

tract as you exhale. The shoulders
and chest are relaxed, awareness of
breath and abdominal movement is
maintained. With every inhalation-
exhalation cycle, try to make your
breath longer and deeper. As you
get comfortable with this breathing
pattern, introduce a slight hissing
sound from the pit of the throat
(not from nose) while you exhale.
This is Ujjai. 

Such a breathing pattern heats
up the body eliminating impurities
and simultaneously cools it to
ensure the temperature remains

optimum. The practice has an
instant effect of purifying the body
and inducing a balance. You can try
it out. Whenever you are stressed
or angry or nervous, close your
eyes and breathe in ujjai. Ujjai is
the natural way of breathing, the
way a baby breathes. Ideally, it
should be practiced all day through,
that is, it should be our natural
breathing pattern. If it is not, one
can start with ten minutes a day.
When practiced in totality with
other parts of the Sanatan Kriya,
the results are phenomenal. Every
practitioner at Dhyan Foundation,
along with some of the leading
doctors of the country, are living
testimony. 

State Breath/
Minure

Pulse-
rate Inference Implication Physical

Manifestation

H
yp
er
at
iv
e

Above 20
Breaths/minute

Above
85

Emotional and physical
state is hyperatictive, the
subtle body is already
affected with imbalances

State of alarm, need
immediate correc-
tive measures

Ageing, disease, physical,
financial and/or emotional
disorders

Above 15
Breaths/minute

75-85
Your body is bording on
disturbed physical and
emotional state

Your need to take
preventive meas-
ures.

Your body has prepared
ground for imbalances to
set in, it is on its way to
rapid ageing

Ba
la
nc
e

Above 7-8
Breaths/minute

70-75
Your body is in a state of
balance

Your body is ready
for advancement,
yoga can enhance
the beauty and bal-
ance

Stable body

Yo
gi
c Above 8

Breaths/minute
60-70

Your body has achieved
a higher state of balance

You are ready to
activate higher
senses body is pre-
pared to advance in
subtle realms.

Enhanced glow, beauty
and attraction, in physical
as well as etheric
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